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All eight Korean Aerospace
Industry T-50 military trainers
comprising the Republic
of Korea Air Force’s Black
Eagles flight display team are
shown in formation during a
practice session before the
opening of the 2018 edition
of the Singapore Airshow. The
Black Eagles are only one of
several teams from the AsiaPacific region scheduled to
fly during this year’s event.

Boeing’s 2018 Plans
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Airbus Flight Testing

Singapore Airshow drives change
by James Wynbrandt
Already Asia’s largest aerospace and defense
exhibition, the 2018 edition of the Singapore Airshow, opening today, aims to go
beyond simply showcasing the sector’s most
exciting aircraft, technology, and innovations, and actually move attendees to
reimagine and create the aerospace industry
of tomorrow.
“We’re using this platform to drive
change and shape the future,” said Leck
Chet Lam, managing director of show
organizer Experia Events, citing the conferences, business forums, and other initiatives that have become vital components of
the biennial gathering.

It’s easy to overlook the event’s expand- orders whose values were undisclosed. But
ing ambitions amid its sheer size and spec- whether focused on today or tomorrow,
tacle. More than 1,000 exhibitors, including here are a few highlights attendees will want
the world’s 65 largest aerospace companies, to know about:
are displaying their wares, and over 50 miliIn the Exhibition Hall – More than a
tary, civil, and business aircraft are on static venue for cutting-edge products and serdisplay. The air will thunder each day with vices, exhibitor displays are intended to
aerial displays by the world’s preeminent “connect participants to key opportunities
military pilots and aerobatic teams, while in technology innovation,” said Leck. The
some 50,000 trade attendees from about 1,062 exhibiting companies include a host
150 nations are expected to participate. Bil- of first time exhibitors, such as Honda Airlions of dollars in aircraft transactions are craft Company, Turkish Aerospace Indusalso anticipated—the 2016 show logged 11 tries, and Chengdu Holy Aviation, along
deals totaling S$17.9 billion (US$13.55 bil- with perennial industry leaders. Airbus will
continues on page 63
lion) and more than 40 additional major
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Airbus A350-1000 in Singapore’s spotlight
by Gregory Polek

The U.S. aerospace industry has
a major presence at the Singapore Airshow 2018, with more
than 170 exhibitors, an array of
aircraft on static display, and a
large interagency delegation
featuring senior leaders from the
Department of State, Department
of Defense, Department of Commerce and the Federal Aviation
Administration.
“America’s robust participation
in the Singapore Airshow 2018
is another clear reflection of our
unwavering commitment to the
region,” said Stephanie Syptak-Ramnath, interim chargé d’affaires of the
U.S. Embassy in Singapore.
Most of the U.S. participation will take place in the nearly
2,000-sq-meter USA Partnership
Pavilion, the centerpiece of the
American national presence. The
pavilion includes 111 exhibitors,
including 65 making their Singapore Airshow debuts.
“The strong American presence at
the Singapore Airshow reflects our
industry’s commitment to our foreign
partners, and to maintaining our role
as the world leader in aerospace and
defense exports,” said Aerospace
Industries Association chief operating officer Robert Durbin.
S.B.
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roughly the same number of passengers
as the A350-1000, Airbus thinks that the
heavier weight of the smaller of the two
777X offerings will leave its biggest A350
XWB in position to grab a sizeable portion
of the world market once dominated by
the 300ER.
Speaking yesterday at Airbus’s opening show briefing, A350 XWB marketing

DAVID McINTOSH

As the only widebody airliner on display
on the show’s static park, the newly certified A350-1000 takes top billing here in
Singapore, where it flew in from Hanoi as
part of a 12-city tour of Asia and the Middle East. On display until February 8, flighttest example MSN 65 has already visited
the Doha base of launch customer Qatar
Airways, where CEO Akbar Al Baker told
reporters that he expects to take delivery
of the first of 37 airplanes on order by February 15. Next it goes to Bangkok, followed
by Sydney, Auckland, Tokyo, and Manila.
Billed as a modern and more efficient
replacement for the Boeing 777-300ER,
the Airbus A350-1000 fills what the European airframer believes became a gap in
the legacy 777’s capacity range left when
its U.S. competitor decided to start with
a baseline of more than 400 seats for its
777X. Although Boeing’s 777-8X—scheduled for certification in 2022—seats

U.S. exhibitors
at show total 170

4

The recently
certified Airbus
A350-1000 is
the largest
civilian airplane
at the 2018
Singapore
Airshow.
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A350 XWB
marketing
director
François Obe.

director François Obe highlighted Asia as
one of the A350-1000’s most important
markets. In fact, three of its 11 customers—Japan Airlines, Cathay Pacific, and
Asiana—hail from the region and account
for 43 of the 169 total units on order.
The A350-1000 received type certification from the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) and the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) last November,
after three flight test examples spent more
than 1,600 hours in the air, including 150
hours dedicated to tests performed in an
airline-like environment to demonstrate
readiness for service entry.
Unfortunately for Airbus, the specially
configured business class interiors for
launch customer Qatar Airways proved
not ready for service in time for planned
first delivery by the end of last year. The
unique seating configuration Qatar calls
continues on page 53

Boeing bullish, optimistic on Embraer talks
by AIN Staff
While Boeing’s presence at this year’s Sin- in the exhibit halls. Speaking at a pre-show
gapore show might seem a bit muted due to roundtable discussion with journalists yesits lack of any airliners on display, interest terday, Boeing Commercial Airplanes vice
in the company’s pursuit of an ownership president of sales for Asia-Pacific and India
stake in Brazil’s Embraer will no doubt Dinesh Keskar opened the discussion on
present plenty of fodder for conversation an optimistic note, suggesting the prospect

Boeing yesterday rolled out the first copy of its 737 MAX 7 at its Renton, Washington, facility.
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of a tie-up involving both the commercial
and defense businesses remains a distinct
possiblity, despite less-than-positive signals
from the Brazilian government over ceding
control of any of Embraer’s military interests. “The talks are ongoing, and it’s a good
strategic fit,” said Keskar. “We have worked
with [Embraer] for a long time. It is not an
offshoot of what happened with Airbus and
Bombardier, like some people think.”
Addressing Boeing’s interests in the
Asia-Pacific region, Keskar reported that
the first 787-10 would go to Singapore Airlines toward the end of March, followed
closely by Lion Air’s first 737 Max 9.
Although Singapore Airlines did not
want to receive its new Rolls-Royce Trent
1000-TEN-powered Boeing 787-10 at the
show this week, Boeing is highlighting
issuance of the airplane’s recent U.S. Federal Aviation Administration amended type
certificate with a model in the exhibit hall
continues on page 62
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Ontic’s Singapore MRO
now approved by U.S. FAA
by Kerry Lynch
fleets in Asia-Pacific, and we have been
purposefully pursuing certifications in
order to support the region,” said Gareth
Hall, president and managing director of
Ontic. “We look forward to expanding further into the Asia-Pacific market.”
The Singapore facility, co-located with
sister company Dallas Airmotive at Seletar Aerospace Park, has serviced a number of operators in the region, including
Asiana Airlines, Bangkok Airways, Air New
Zealand, Air Macau, CSA XinJiang, CSA
ShengYang, and Jetstar Japan.

CHEN CHUANREN

BBA Aviation’s Ontic Engineering & Manufacturing unit is continuing to expand its
reach in the Asia-Pacific region with FAA
approval for its Singapore maintenance,
repair, and overhaul (MRO) facility. The U.S.
approval joins similar authorizations from
Singapore, China, Thailand, Malaysia, and
the European Aviation Safety Agency, and is
among a number of certifications that Ontic
is pursuing for the Singapore facility.
“Our Singapore facility is strategically
situated to offer fast turnaround times on
MRO services to customers who operate

In addition to its MRO capabilities,
Ontic calls the Singapore facility a “storefront” for its OEM-licensed and acquired
components offerings. Ontic has been
aggressively expanding its “extended life
solutions” for legacy aircraft, an effort
that the company said enables it to better
support the Asia-Pacific market.
This expansion includes a recent
licensing agreement with UTC Aerospace Systems covering manufacturing
rights for wound-motor LRUs for a range
of military aircraft. The agreement builds
on a 40-year relationship between Ontic
and UTC Aerospace Systems, beginning
in 1974 with an initial license with Sundstrand Corporation (now part of UTC
Aerospace Systems).
Announced in December, the UTC
Aerospace agreement was among a number that Ontic has been working on in

Singapore Air Force Unveils RSAF50 Jubilee
The Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)
will headline the Singapore Airshow aerial
display with a combined team composed
of a Boeing F-15SG and a pair of Lockheed
Martin F-16C Block 52 models. The show
is also part of the RSAF’s 50th anniversary
celebrations, known as RSAF50.
Although the crowd-favorite Black
Knights aerobatics team is not participating in the event, Brigadier General Kelvin
Khong, RSAF50 steering committee chairman and RSAF’s Chief of Staff (Air Staff)
said the combined team is a new set-up
for the Singapore Airshow, and viewers
will be treated with something fresh. He
added that it is showcasing a mastery
of both platforms by the pilots, as the
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aircraft have significantly different handling characteristics.
“Putting them together is not easy. There
are no reference points, as we are one of
the first air forces to do this. The pilots
have to apply their knowledge and experience,” said BG Khong, who is also an F-16
and F-15 pilot.
Singapore’s president Halimah Yacob
will officially launch the year-long RSAF50
campaign at the Singapore Airshow on
February 7, and at the same time unveil
a F-15SG with special livery to commemorate the RSAF’s Golden Jubilee.
Through March and into May, they will
organize five roving exhibitions in various
locations across the island. The public will
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be able to view live demonstrations, such
as helicopter operations at Sembawang.
To follow Singapore’s National Day on
August 9, the RSAF is organizing the RSAF50@
Marina Barrage from August 11 to 12. More
than 20 RSAF aircraft, including unmanned
examples, will take part in a commemorative
flypast, and there will be aerial displays by
the F-15SG, F-16C/D and AH-64D Apache.
RSAF50 will cap off on September 1
with the RSAF Day Parade at Tengah Airbase, officiated by the Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong. The parade will be one of
the largest and will feature a mobile column, flypast, and possibly the first public
appearance of the Airbus A330 Multi Role
Tanker Transport (MRTT).
n
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Ontic’s maintenance, repair and overhaul
facility in Singapore holds approvals from
many countries’ aviation authorities.
recent years. The company significantly
expanded its portfolio with the acquisition GE Aviation’s legacy avionics business in late 2016. That business involves
legacy avionics parts including electromechanical, barometric, gyroscopes, and
electronics products.
The business enables Ontic to further
its support in the Asia-Pacific market
with an expanded portfolio of electromechanical, barometric, gyroscopes,
and other avionics products, Ontic said.
These parts support platforms including
the Boeing 737, Sikorsky Sea King, and
Leonardo AW101, along with the Lockheed Martin C-130J transport and BAE
Hawk military trainer.
Ontic has been folding the GE avionics
business into its neighboring Cheltenham, UK facility and moving about 80
employees from GE. To accommodate
the new work, Ontic has added a number of new workshops as well as testing capabilities in Cheltenham. Robert
Sadler, director of business development
for Ontic, said Ontic invested heavily in
its facility and worked closely with GE
to support the transition of the business.
In addition Ontic expanded its Pratt
& Whitney Canada JT15D engine component production. The JT15D parts acquisition involved an outright purchase of
manufacturing rights and encompasses
approximately 80 parts.
This marked the third batch for the
JT15D, bringing Ontic’s support to close
to 300 of those parts.
As a result of these new licenses and
rights acquisitions, Ontic’s revenues
have ballooned from $35 million in 2006,
when BBA acquired the Chatsworth, California-based company, to $190 million.
During its mid-year report in 2017, BBA
called Ontic a driver in the 134-percent
leap in first half operating profits of the
Ontic Aftermarket Services Group.
With the integration of the GE components, and preparations for general work,
Ontic’s employee base has increased by
approximately 120 to top 500.
“We’ve got a large appetite for acquiring
intellectual property,” Sadler said “Our
BBA parent has fully funded us to do that,
and we’re working to deploy that capital.”
Ontic has an expansive portfolio that
has grown to encompass 4,500 products
and one million component parts for
3,000 military, commercial, and business
and general aviation customers.
n
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The first
Singapore
Airlines Boeing
787-10 stands
ready for
revenue service
starting in the
second quarter.

Boeing is looking forward to 2018
as Asia-Pacific’s ‘year of the widebody’
by Gregory Polek
market, as several LCC operators have
shown interest in a low-cost, long-haul
business model.
For now, apart from Singapore, several
emerging economies such as Vietnam,
Malaysia, and Indonesia constitute a
block of countries that have become significant contributors to Southeast Asia’s
growth, while the likes of Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos stand to become factors
as well, but only once they overcome fundamental structural deficits, explained
Keskar. Myanmar, in fact, since 2015 has
taken six new Boeing 737s and expects
another four, marking what Keskar characterized as a positive step toward development into one of the region’s major
economies. “It’s a good start for a country we think has rich resources and can
outpace Thailand in the next decade or
so,” explained the Boeing executive.
Keskar called Singapore the “center of
attraction,” citing first delivery “within
a couple of months” of the world’s first
production 787-10. With low-fare longhaul carrier Scoot flying both 787-8s
and 787-9s, the delivery also makes the
Singapore group the first to fly all three
versions of the Dreamliner. Meanwhile,
SIA’s Silkair unit began flying its first 737
Max 8 on October 5 to Kuala Lumpur,
followed by Penang and Phuket. Silkair
then took the Max to a destination in
Singapore Airlines’s network—Hiroshima, Japan, on October 30.
“The run from Singapore to Hiroshima
was quite an important one for two reasons,” said Keskar. “It is demonstrating the range of the Max because that
airplane goes for about six-and-a-half
hours now…Also it demonstrates the 14
percent fuel efficiency [improvement] of
this airplane. And, finally, which has yet
to be completely demonstrated, is the
maintenance cost advantage of this airplane-engine combination.”
In Vietnam, Boeing stands poised to
deliver the first of 100 Max 8-200s to
A320neo operator VietJet next year, while

For a region in which Boeing projects that
narrowbodies will constitute 70 percent
of all airplane deliveries over the next 20
years, 2018 might seem like something of
an outlier. Dubbed the “year of the widebody” by Boeing senior vice president of
sales for Asia-Pacific and India Dinesh
Keskar, the coming 11 months will see
the introduction of the first Boeing 78710 with Singapore Airlines, the start of
Qantas’s direct 17-hour Perth-to-London
service aboard a 787-9, and likely confirmation of orders for twin-aisle jets from
customers such as Vietnam Airlines.
The trend appears particularly pronounced in Southeast Asia, where so
much of narrowbody sales activity has
centered recently, and widebody replacement needs remain largely unaddressed.
“I would say that much of Southeast Asia
will be looking for additional aircraft
for widebody replacement,” said Keskar.
“Malaysia has publicly announced they
want to have 787s; they have not done
the deal yet but they have announced an
MOU, just like Vietnam. So I would say
the theme will be widebodies more than
narrowbodies, because people like LionAir, SilkAir, and Air Asia have all bought
significant quantities of the 737s/A320s.
So I have a feeling they’ll be more focused
this year on the widebodies.”
Overall, any concerns about fuel prices
and the prospect of tightening airline
yields have not dampened Keskar’s outlook, for either the near term or over the
next two decades, a period in which the
industry’s big OEMs hold a virtually unanimous view that the region will lead the
world in traffic and aircraft deliveries.
In Southeast Asia alone, Boeing projects 6.2 percent annual traffic growth
over the next 20 years, creating a need
for 4,210 new airplanes worth $645 billion.
While the manufacturer concedes some
of the region’s short-haul markets have
begun approaching saturation, Southeast Asian carriers have pursued further
growth opportunities in the regional
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Vietnam Airlines continues to weigh a
firm order for A350-900s or 777Xs, some
of which that airline would like to fly from
Hanoi to Los Angeles and possibly New
York. Keskar said negotiations toward a
firm order have accelerated since mid-2017
and that he hopes to close a deal within the
next six months. Boeing remains engaged
with the airline and the Vietnamese CAA
over efforts to comply with Federal Aviation Administration Category 1 requirements, which would allow Vietnamese
airlines access to the U.S. “[The order] is
linked to Category 1 approval so they can
fly to the U.S.,” said Keskar. “I hope it is
this year. I won’t speculate on what the
U.S. government will do but we are working with them intensely to work out all
the issues that the FAA has brought up.”

Dinesh Keskar,
Boeing senior
vice president
of sales for
Asia-Pacific
and India

I would say
that much of
Southeast Asia will be
looking for additional
aircraft for widebody
replacement.”
In Indonesia, Keskar called Lion Air
Boeing’s “star performer.” That airline,
whose Malindo Air unit flew the world’s
first Max 8 service last May, expects to
take its first Max 9 early in the second
quarter. It now flies more than 200 Boeing 737NGs and Max jets. “It has been
quite a positive development for a country which frankly nobody thought could
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absorb so many airplanes in the private
sector,” said Keskar.
The Boeing v-p noted that low acquisition and lease costs resulting from low
interest rates continue to boost demand
worldwide. “I know the U.S. Fed said
it is going to begin raising [rates] this
year, and it remains to be seen what the
impact will be. But the airline industry
for that last 18 months has enjoyed significant benefits of low interest rates and
low oil prices.”
Throughout Keskar’s territory, capacity and demand remain “pretty much” in
equilibrium, he said, due largely to the
success of what he called the two giants,
Air Asia and Lion Air, and the huge populations of the regions they serve. “I think
they are carefully managing [capacity]…I
think [Indonesia’s] Garuda is not adding
a lot of capacity, Sriwijara is doing very little and Lion is doing its planned capacity
[management],” said Keskar. “Similarly,
Air Asia is doing what I would call the disciplined growth that they have announced,
and because of that, I feel we don’t have
an imbalance of demand and capacity.”
Still, Keskar acknowledged that Boeing
“watches carefully” oil prices, which have
risen to above $60 a barrel, a fact that has
somewhat darkened the outlook of some
analysts. However, Keskar also pointed
to strengthening currencies against the
U.S. dollar among some Asian economies,
particularly in places such as India and
Singapore, as a positive counterweight.
“At the end of the day, what matters for
all these countries is…the exchange
rate times the price of the oil in dollars,
because that multiplier is what becomes
the domestic price,” he explained.
Meanwhile, airlines have managed to
maintain yields through increased aircraft
utilization, while load factors remain buoyant—rising into the high 80-percent range
and in some cases into the low 90s, noted
Keskar. Finally, Asian airlines increasingly
have emulated the U.S. model in which
ancillary income has become a featured
element of the revenue stream. “It’s going
up in billions now,” he said. “It’s really an
amazing contribution to the record profits
that the U.S. carriers are doing. So these
are the three things that are helping them
not to raise the prices just on account of
the oil. But it will get there if it starts to hit
close to $70 [per barrel].” 
n
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Born from our 49-year heritage of reliability, the KC-390
multi-mission aircraft combines a highly flexible platform
with the lowest life cycle cost in the medium airlift market.
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Airbus brought this Rolls-Royce Trent XWB-97-powered A350-1000 to display at this year’s Singapore Airshow.

Airbus flight-testing several
variants throughout its fleet
by Ian Goold
On static display until February 8, the Airbus A350-1000 is on a three-week, 30,000nm (55,500-km) Asia-Pacific and Middle
East demonstration tour. This second variant of the large twin-aisle twinjet received
European and U.S. certification in late
November and this example, manufacturer’s serial number (MSN) 065 and one of
three flight-test machines, is configured
with 40 business-, 36 economy-plus-, and
219 “comfort” economy-class seats.
Alongside maiden flights for the re-engined A330neo (for New Engine Option)
and A340BLADE laminar-flow demonstrator, recent test flying at Airbus Commercial Aircraft (Stand J23, Chalet CD17)
has focused mainly on the A320neo, with
the A319neo smallest variant expected to
remain in certification testing until 2019.
Airbus Flight and Integration Test
Centre pilots and engineers in Toulouse
are involved with 15 development aircraft, including some yet to fly, such as
the A330-800neo and BelugaXL verylarge transporter.
A320neo—Airbus has dropped plans
for a second A319neo flight-test airframe
and will not assign its identity—MSN
6620—to a customer airframe. First
A319neo MSN 6464 is in its eleventh
month of CFM Leap-1A24 testing with
engines that will be switched for Pratt &
Whitney (P&W) PW1124G-JM geared-turbofan (GTF) units “by [the] second half of
2018,” the manufacturer told AIN.
The A319neo is the only variant awaiting
airworthiness certification for both engine
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designs, while Chinese Leap-1A engine certification is among other “open” items.
Initial A320neo MSN6101 remains
involved in PW1100G-JM “maturity” testing and continuous-airworthiness flying.
Category III automatic-landing development with A321neos MSN 6673 and MSN
7877 is expected to continue until the
middle of this year.
A330neo—With two prototypes flying,
and the first-production machine assembled and set to fly during May and June (with
the third flight-test aircraft close behind),
the A330-900 is expected to receive formal
European and U.S. airworthiness approval
in mid-year. The 1,100 flight-hour test program is being supplemented by a further
300 hours devoted to the smaller A330-800.
By late January, the two Rolls-Royce
Trent 7000-powered A330-900neos had
logged 290 flight hours in more than 80
flights, said Airbus, which reported no
surprises from the variant that first flew
last October. Initial testing was completed with “aircraft behavior currently
in line with predictions.”
MSN 1795 sports a tail-bumper for the
velocity minimum unstick (Vmu) demonstration, while second prototype MSN
1813’s engines have primary and secondary gas flow pressure taps (or “rakes”),
allowing comparison of installed thrust
with ground-testing power.
A340—The A340BLADE (for Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator in Europe) program using A340-300
prototype MSN001 modified with natural

\
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laminar-flow outer-wings should resume
by early April. The 150-flight-hour trial,
which aims to reduce aerodynamic drag
and fuel consumption significantly, is part
of Europe’s Clean Sky research into cutting aircraft CO2, gas, and noise emissions.
“With limited analysis, we are very satisfied with observed [performance] meeting—
and sometimes exceeding—expectations,”
said Airbus flight-test engineer Philippe Seve.

Second-phase flights incorporating “[aerodynamic] imperfections”
are intended to “extensively test and
characterize ‘laminarity’ robustness in
representative operational conditions”
and will continue until an undetermined date.
A350—European and U.S. certification
for the Rolls-Royce Trent XWB-97-powered A350-1000 in November followed
less than 12 months of flight-testing,
during which the three airplanes (MSNs
0059, 0065 and 0071) logged 1,600+ flight
hours. Airbus has confirmed experiments
with different A350 winglets that remain
a development study and has set aside
consideration of a longer “A350-2000” in
anticipation of enhanced engine technology becoming accessible.
BelugaXL—The first structurally complete BelugaXL very-large transporter, of
five to be built, was rolled out in Toulouse
last month and is expected to fly in this
year’s third quarter.
Flight will be preceded by a monthslong test program, supported by bench
tests on flight simulators and in laboratories, including full-scale simulated
flight-loading of joints between the new
upper bubble and A330 lower fuselage.
A380plus—Flight-testing for a
mooted A380plus enhanced variant, for
which a development study was revealed
last year, will not require protracted trials, according to the airframer. A relatively short two-aircraft campaign will
assess handling qualities and performance improvement.
n

Airbus’ flight-test fleet is larger than some airlines
Development aircraft operated by the Airbus Flight and Integration Test Centre in Toulouse
are categorized in four groups, according to status and function.
Category 1: aircraft contributing to new development and type certification.
Model
Unit
A319neo
*MSN6464
A330-900neo
MSN1795
A330-900neo
MSN1813
Category 2: aircraft to contribute to new development and type certification (scheduled to
fly later in 2018).
Model
Unit
A321neo-LR/ACF
MSN7877
A330-800neo
MSN1888
Beluga XL
MSN1824
Category 3: aircraft supporting continuous development for type-certificated programs.
Model
Unit
A320neo
MSN6101
A321neo
MSN6673
A330-200
MzSN0871
A350-900
MSN0001
A350-1000
MSN0059
A350-1000
MSN0065
A380-800
MSN0001
Category 4: Others
Model
Unit
A340-300
MSN0001
A350-900
MSN0002
*Manufacturer’s serial number
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After disappointments, reset,
Leonardo plots 2020 growth
by Rick Adams
If 2017 represented a “reset” for struggling intermediate, and medium, where LeonItalian aviation and defense company Leon- ardo offers the AW169, AW139 and AW189,
ardo, including a new chief executive officer respectively. “The medium/heavy segand new managing director of its flagship ment is not attractive,” he added.
helicopters division, 2018 “will plant the
The military helicopter market is
seeds for growth,” according to CEO Ales- expected to continue to decline by 2 persandro Profumo, addressing investment cent a year through the same period. One
analysts and media at an industrial plan of the aircraft on the production line is
event in Vergiate, Italy, on January 30.
the 16th and final ICH-47F Chinook, built
After shares had dropped about 20 per- under license for the Italian army.
cent last November, when former banker
Despite cash-flow concerns, Leonardo Leonardo’s AW139 medium helicopter is powered by two Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6C-67C
Profumo issued a surprise reduction in plans a robust investment strategy, fueled turboshaft engines of 1,142 kW (1,531 hp) apiece. Current production is as high as six per month.
2017 guidance, investors were hoping for by €200 million identified savings from
an aggressive forecast revision. But they “strict cost control” and a “new phase” of The Trekker was awarded European Avi- production of 28 Eurofighter Typhoons
were disappointed by Leonardo’s expec- its Leonardo 2.0 internal “one company” ation Safety Agency (EASA) certification in an €8 billion order from Kuwait. Avitations of relative flatness in the 2018 to integration and optimization campaign, at the end of December.
onics, electronics, fuselage sections, and
2019 near term, sending the company’s
launched when the name was changed
Leonardo also anticipates regulatory final assembly at Caselle, near Turin, net
stock price down another 12 percent.
from Finmeccanica in 2016. Half of these
approval of its Aermacchi M-345 trainer Leonardo about 36 percent share of the
From 2018 to 2020, Leonardo (Stand investments will address platform-fo- jet next year. Its T-100 trainer, based on pan-European program.
H51) is estimating order growth of more cused improvements, such as noise reduc- the Alenia Aermacchi M-346, is competLeonardo also has extensive capabilithan 6 percent and a 10 percent increase tion, green technologies, and avionics.
ing for the estimated $2 billion U.S. Air ties in defense electronics such as radars,
in profitability by fiscal year 2020. EarnMore than one-third of investment is Force T-X contract for 350 trainer air- avionics, and electronic warfare systems;
ings before interest, taxes, and amorti- targeted to new product development, craft; however, Profumo said it did not unmanned systems; naval and combat
zation (EBITA) for 2018 is forecast to be including the AW609 tiltrotor. Profumo
factor a win on that program into its
management systems; and cybersecurity. In
between €1.075 billion and €1.125 billion said the company anticipates certification future financials.
2016, defense and electronics represented
on revenues of approximately €12 billion. of the aircraft by the end of 2019. A fourth
Also not factored into Leonardo’s net 45 percent of Leonardo’s revenue; helicopBacklog is €34 billion, or equivalent to
prototype is expected this year, incorpo- income projections are the results from ters, 30 percent; and aeronautics, 25 percent.
three years of revenue.
rating Rockwell Collins’ Pro Line Fusion regional turboprop aircraft manufacturer, an
Profumo suggested that Leonardo’s
“We absolutely have the right product for avionics testing.
equal partnership with Airbus. ATR booked portfolio is “still too diversified,” which
113 orders in 2017, compared with 36 the year will lead to “portfolio reshaping.” He did
in the right market,” said Profumo. “We
have a plan and we know where we need
Certifications Nearing
before. And in early January, it announced not specify which parts of the business
to go. Now it’s time to execute.”
During the presentations, a new AW109 two deals with Silver Airways for 35 aircraft.
might be lopped off in the reshaping, but
Leonardo Helicopters managing direc- Trekker light twin helicopter was per“We are more than just helicopters,” said, “We will update you when we have
tor Gian Piero Cutillo, who shifted to
forming maneuvers outside the hangar. Profumo reminded. A prime example is
something to say.”
n
the role in September after serving as
the parent company’s CFO, maintained
that “there’s nothing wrong with the core
product strategy.” While the company’s
addressable civil helicopter market had
plummeted 45 percent from 2013 through
2016, he noted this was largely linked to
Russia’s United Engine Company (Stand drew a firm order with Aeroflot covering
Moscow. The third stage of testing, which
the decline of oil-and-gas industry sales.
J39, Chalet CS48) expects to engage in 50 airplanes to be leased from UEC par- began last December, involves the participaBut within that shrunken space, Leonhigh-level talks with partners in the PD-14 ent company Rostec. The contract calls for tion of representatives from certification bodardo captured market share from its comturbofan here in Singapore a month after the Pratt engines to power the first 25 air- ies who must confirm the results of the first
petitors on the strength of its dominant
signing a contract with MC-21 airframe planes and contains an option for Aeroflot two stages. UEC expects the PD-14 to have
AW139 medium twin-engine multi-role
maker Irkut calling for first delivery of the
to opt for PD-14s to power the second half received certification by Russian authority
platform. The company is currently proRussian-made engine late this year.
of the order. Aeroflot expects to take first Rosaviatsiya by the time its Perm Motors
ducing five to six AW139s per month in
Plans call for flight trials of the delivery in the first quarter of 2020.
subsidiary delivers the first example to Irkut
Vergiate and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
PD-14-powered version of the MC-21 to
From 2015 to 2017, the first and second this year. It expects EASA approval in 2019.
for emergency medical services (EMS),
start in 2019 and continue until certified stages of the PD-14 flight trials took place
Technical characteristics include
search and rescue (SAR), law enforcement,
in 2021. Now in flight tests with Pratt & on an Il-76 testbed at the Gromov Flight wide-chord hollow titanium fan blades
oil and gas, VIP transport, and military
Research Institute in Zhukovsky, just outside created using 3D design methods; titaWhitney PW1400Gs, the MC-21 recently
customers. The 900 deployed AW139s
nium alloy blisks in stages 1, 2 and 5;
recently passed two million flight hours.
new-generation nickel alloy in stages 6
In addition to market forces, Cutillo
to 8 in the high-pressure compressor;
blamed some internal factors for a disheat-resistant intermetallic alloys in the
appointing 2017, including “offering
combustion chamber’s combustion zone;
too much flexibility to push sales.” He
monocrystal alloys in the high-pressure
declared a simple rule going forward: “We
turbine’s working and nozzle blades;
cannot change the configuration once the
and hollow working and nozzle blades
helicopter is on the final assembly line.”
in stages 1 to 6 in the low-pressure
Cutillo said the civil rotorcraft market
turbine. Meanwhile, the nacelle design
is returning to growth; the CAGR foreincorporates a latticed thrust reverser
cast is 5 percent in the five-year period
and composite materials that account
The UEC’s IL-76 flying testbed takes off with a prototype PD-14 turbofan in the No. 2 position. for 65 percent of its total mass.
through FY2022. The strongest segments
G.P.
are predicted to be light intermediate,

Russia’s UEC in Singapore for high-level talks about its PD-14 turbofan
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Dassault sees bizjet sales success in Asia
by Chen Chuanren
Dassault Falcon has secured a deal for
a single Falcon 8X with an undisclosed
Indonesian customer. The deal was made
in 2017, making the type’s first entry into
Southeast Asia’s largest business jet market. The news was revealed by Jean-Michel
Jacob, president, of Dassault Falcon Asia
Pacific, prior to the Singapore Airshow.

Following a few years of economic
uncertainty in China, operators were holding their horses for aircraft replacement
and acquisition. Last year, Dassault (Chalet
CD37) finally saw an increase in demands
for their business jets across Asia. China
continues to be the largest market for the
French airframer, with 60 Falcons in China.

“We have more customers in China looking to either buy or replace aircraft in the
last six to seven months,” Jacob said. “We
have similar interests in Southeast Asia
due to the improved situation in China.”
Dassault delivered two aircraft to Thailand last year and is working to secure a
Falcon 8X deal in Malaysia. Jacob is

MARK WAGNER

Dassault hopes
the popularity
of long-range,
large-cabin
business jets
in Asia will
translate into
new sales of
its Falcon 8X,
pictured on static
display here at
the Singapore
Airshow.

Families flock to RSAF’s 50th anniversary
They came in the thousands to a families day
here last Saturday, organized by the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF). It was the
kickoff event to the RSAF’s year-long celebration of its 50th anniversary, and the service had already set up the static display and
pavilion that have remained for the main
show that starts today.

2) Among the attractions popular with
attendees at the kickoff was this RSAF
Lockheed C-130 Hercules. Not only did
it offer a walk-through experience for
those who may have never been aboard
one before, it also provided some muchneeded shade. The RSAF operates a mix
of C-130B and -H models.

1) Chief of Air Force Maj Gen Mervyn Tan
welcomed an enthusiastic crowd to a sunny
Changi, and told them how much he appreciated their support. Then they watched the
RSAF’s new, combined F-15/F-16 flying display (see page 56 of this edition ).
In the static park, there was plenty of
hardware to examine—20 aircraft and
weapons systems, including an F-15SG
that has been specially painted to mark
the RSAF’s 50th.

3) A lot of thought and effort has gone into
the pavilion. There are multiple displays,
demonstrations and simulations on the full
spectrum of the RSAF’s capabilities. Not just
aircraft, but the island-wide air defense network, the medical services, even the rapid
runway-repair capability. An air-minded

4) A substantial book has been produced to
mark the RSAF’s 50th. It has been produced
by Singapore’s premier aviation historian,
Goh Yong Kiat. He is a former engineer in
the RSAF who now works for ST Aerospace.
“Defending Our Skies” is not just a coffee-table work, although it contains over 550 photographs that span the half-century since the
island’s air arm was established. The photos
are heavily-captioned, so that readers can
fully understand how the RSAF evolved from
humble beginnings to the formidable fighting
child could spend a whole day there, and
force that we see today.
maybe some will do so this coming weekThe book is on sale at a booth in the pavilion,
end, since the pavilion and static display will
price S$60. Payment is accepted in cash or by
remain in place for the public days of the
the local “Paylah!” stored-value card. Half of
Singapore Airshow. About 80,000 visitors the proceeds are going to a charity that supare expected.
ports students with special needs.
C.P.

PHOTOS: DAVID McINTOSH
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confident that the company will land a few
more contracts in 2018.
Large business jets with greater range
are preferred by Asian customers. With a
range of 6,450 nm (11,945 km) the Falcon
8X can cover Asia and reach Europe from
Singapore, and the United States when
flown from China.
A distinctive Falcon feature, the
three-engine configuration not only provides greater safety and redundancy when
flying over water, it is also able to fly a
shorter and more direct route, not being
restricted by ETOPS regulations.
Jacob also said the company will
reveal more about its new model that
will replace the 5X jet program at a later
date. Dassault cancelled its contract
with Safran and its troubled Silvercrest
turbofan after several delays, turning to
Pratt & Whitney Canada for a replacement engine late in 2017.
n
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Creating a Dif ference

With IAI you’re ahead on all fronts
Delivering operational excellence in the most challenging defense
and commercial scenarios. Equipping countless customers with
total solutions to accomplish diverse missions. Performance-proven
in space, air, land, sea, cyber and homeland security.
No matter what, when or where, you can count on IAI.
www.iai.co.il • corpmkg@iai.co.il

SEE US AT

SINGAPORE AIRSHOW 2018
Israel Pavilion, Booth N41

IDEAS

Visit us in chalet CD-09 at the Singapore Airshow

BORN TO FLY

™

It takes the most brilliant thinking on the ground to put the most innovative solutions in
the air. That’s why we bring together the brightest minds to solve customers’ toughest
challenges and move the entire aerospace industry forward. Through a combination of
inspiration and execution, lofty vision and solid science, we don’t just dream up ideas that
can change the world. We develop, manufacture and deliver them with unmatched service
to one of the fastest-growing industries on the planet. We are shaping a future of flight
that’s more intelligent and more electric than ever before. It’s nothing short of incredible,
and it’s in the air every day.

China’s ‘fifth-gen’ fighters
tap indigenous resources

Chengdu J-20

by Reuben F. Johnson
Over the past few years, the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) military aircraft industry has turned a corner from
past decades. Chinese military aircraft
design and production centers are
today turning out indigenously developed models, a marked change from a
time when there were two major fighter
aircraft production centers turning out
copies of foreign designs.
Back then, Shenyang Aircraft Works
(SAC) in the Dongbei region of northern
PRC built its versions of the Russian-design Sukhoi Su-27 family of aircraft,
including the J-11, the Su-27SK (built
at SAC under license), the J-15 carrier-capable facsimile of the Su-33, along
with the J-16, a modified version of the
Su-30MK series.
Chengdu Aerospace Corporation
(CAC) and the co-located Aircraft Plant
No. 132 in Sichuan province were famous
for the J-10, a single-engine fighter that
bears similarity to several different existing design concepts: the Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) Lavi; the Lockheed Martin F-16; and—in the case of the J-10A’s
air inlet design—the Mikoyan Multirole
Fighter (MFI)/Project 1.44 prototype.

the airshow reviewing stand during the
flight display. The aircraft were not even
based at the Zhuhai aerodrome, where
they could be seen on the static line, but
instead were flown from an air base in
nearby Foshan.

Shenyang Falcon Hawk

In October 2012, almost two years after
the J-20 first took to the skies, SAC’s
FC-31 twin-engine, medium-weight
fighter had its maiden flight. The FC-31
is considerably smaller, but like the J-20,
it launches missiles from an internal
weapons bay to maintain a low RCS. It
still retains the possibility of carrying
extra munitions on optional external
hardpoints, however.
What is notable about the FC-31’s
public profile is that despite a later start
than the J-20 into its flight test validation
program, the aircraft was displayed at Air
Show China in Zhuhai in 2014. This was
a full two years before the J-20 made its
first appearance.
Neither manufacturer has been talkative about these new fighters, but more
has been seen and discussed about the
FC-31 in several respects. First, according to officials from Avic (the PRC’s
state-owned national aerospace industrial corporation), the FC-31 was developed entirely from internal company
funds, and the program has had no PLA
sponsorship. While there have been no
definitive official statements, the FC-31
has been presented as an export product,
whereas the J-20 is supposed to be a “for
PLA only” platform.
Second, the FC-31 is seen as a lower-cost
and less advanced design than the J-20.
Third, the FC-31 has been more of a
“work in progress” than the J-20. In mid2017, it was revealed that the aircraft
had gone through a major redesign. The
“ver 2.0 prototype” is three metric tons
heavier and 20 to 30 inches longer. The
planform re-design supposedly reduces
its RCS. The aircraft’s Russian-made
Klimov/Isotov RD-93 engines are supposed to be replaced with a smokeless
Chinese engine.
Both aircraft show that PRC’s aerospace industry is now capable of emulating the external design forms of stealthy
U.S. fighters. What remains to be seen
is how advanced the aircraft’s materials are, as well as how capable their
on-board systems. “These are the factors in modern fighter design that make
all the difference,” said a U.S. defense
industry representative. “You cannot
copy these or make them appear to be
‘the same as’ those of U.S. aircraft. And
they will make the difference in how
effective these airplanes are.”
n

New Generation: The Chengdu J-20

Having mastered producing fourth-generation fighter aircraft designs and the
ancillary technologies associated with
them, both enterprises have spent the
first part of the 21st century developing platforms closer to what would be
considered fifth-generation designs.
Their two concepts are far more original in their configurations than almost
any previous PRC programs, and appear
externally to be optimized for a low radar
cross-section (RCS).
The larger of the two is the Chengdu
J-20, which first flew at the beginning of
2011. This “official” first flight occurred
during the January 11 state visit of thenU.S. Defense Secretary, Dr. Robert Gates.
One of very few Beijing-based Chinese
academic specialists in U.S.-PRC relations authorized to speak to the foreign
press told Western news outlets at the
time, “Some people may feel that China
is looking too weak, and this is to show
some muscle. This [first flight] says,
‘We’re not weak; we’re also developing
our own technology.’”
The actual status of the J-20 program
and its mission profile have been held at
a level of secrecy that is unusual even for
a nation like the PRC. The aircraft made
its first appearance in Zhuhai at Air Show
China at the end of 2016, almost six
years after its first flight. Even then, the
showing of the J-20 was limited to aircraft that performed a single fly-past of
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Shenyang FC-31

Parker debuts new Singapore
customer response center
Parker Aerospace (Stand F63), the
motion-and-control technology subsidiary of Parker Hannifin, has opened its
second global customer response center
(CRC) in Singapore, joining a facility the
company opened in 2015 in California.
Co-located with Parker’s existing customer support operation at 45 Changi
North Crescent, the new center will help
support MRO customers 24 hours a day,
365 days a year, sharing coverage with
the Irvine, California office in a “followthe-sun” strategy. Customers can contact
either CRC using the same phone numbers, email, or live chat at any time.
“The opening of the second CRC in Singapore expands our customer service to
provide more local insight and potentially
faster resolution of issues,” said David
Sawdey, director of global services for
the company’s customer support operations (CSO). “With the two CRCs working
together, our customers will have their
inquiries addressed and resolved quickly,
no matter where they are in the world.”
Part of the company’s Parker360 initiative to keep commercial aircraft healthy, the
CRCs will provide material, logistics, and

technical support for AOG, spare part quotations, and management of the company’s
global parts pooling centers located in Asia,
the Middle East, Europe, and the Americas.
The Parker Hannifin subsidiary also
announced it has been awarded a contract
to provide hydraulic pumps for launch customer Emirates’s Boeing 777X fleet.
Currently the world’s largest operator of the 777, Emirates expects to take
delivery of the first of its order of 150 of
the successor variant in 2020. According
to the contract, Parker will supply the
engine-driven pump and AC motor pump
for the new widebodies.
“We are pleased to receive this order
from Emirates,” explained Greg Norris,
who oversees the EMEA region for Parker’s customer support operations. “Our
organizations have a good relationship
that continues to grow and strengthen.
Emirates’s choice reflects our belief that
Parker’s engineering expertise and processes result in better products that outperform the competition.”
Parker said its pumps offer reduced
weight, based on its choices of material
and manufacturing techniques.
C.E.

more attractive and it will open some
markets that we’re not able to reach with
the current-generation E-Jets.”
In fact, the E195-E2 appears likely to
benefit from all of the performance and
cost advantages demonstrated during testing of the E190-E2, whose final specification
show a 1.3-percent better fuel burn performance than original estimates and a 750-nm
improvement in hot-and-high ranges from
London City Airport and Mexico City.
Aerodynamic improvements in the
E190-E2 result in a fuel burn rate decrease
of 17.3 percent compared with the E190-E1,
as opposed to the original estimate of 16
percent, explained E-Jet program director Fernando Antonio Oliveira. The
company attributes the improvement to
better-than-expected performance of the
new wing, an aerodynamically clean fuselage, and the “smart” use of the airplane’s
fly-by-wire controls.
Meanwhile, Embraer credited runway performance improvements to a
weight-control program that allowed it
to achieve its weight goals precisely on
target, flap and slat optimization during
the flight test campaign, drag reduction
on key elements for takeoff performance
such as landing gear, and, finally “excellence in using the fly-by-wire.”
Performance improvements have
resulted in an increase in range out of
London City Airport to 2,200 nm, allowing the E190-E2 to reach markets in Russia, Egypt, and Turkey. The company
expects to gain certification for London
City within two years, said Oliveira, who
named E1 operators BA Cityflier, KLM
Cityhopper, and Austrian Airlines as likely
candidates for flying the E2 in and out of
LCY. From Mexico City, range increases
to 1,600 nm, extending the E190’s reach
to Canada and South America.
Silva explained that aerodynamic
fine-tuning that resulted in the performance improvements also translates into
a reduction in aircraft noise. Specifications show that the E190-E2 generates
a 20 EPNdB margin on Stage 4, equating
to a 3 EPNdB improvement over original
expectations. Of course, the fuel burn
reduction resulting from the aerodynamic
improvements also reduce emissions, and
Embraer estimates that 1.3 percent better
fuel consumption translates into about
1,700 tons less CO2 emissions per aircraft
over 10 years.
Finally, Embraer now expects that
pilots will need only two and a half days
worth of transition training for the E2, or
half a day less than the original plan. “The
differences in procedures are very small;
there’s no need for a full-flight simulator,
and the 2.5 days actually represents less
than 10 percent of the full flight training
for a new aircraft,” said Silva. “So this
level of transition training becomes a
very strong selling point for current E-Jet
operators. In times of a pilot shortage,
to have one-tenth the normal transition
training to jump to a more efficient aircraft is a very strong advantage compared
to a new platform.”
n

MARK WAGNER

Cesar Pereira,
v-p Asia Pacific,
Embraer Commercial
Aviation (left)
and Rodrigo Silva
e Souza, v-p
marketing, Embraer
Commercial Aviation
(right) with the
tiger special-livery
Embraer E190-E2
regional-jet airliner
at the Singapore
Airshow 2018.

E-Jet line a hit in China,
sparking further optimism

add anything larger. “The 175 is very well
positioned for that particular incentive,”
he said. “We could even have E175-E1s
being delivered to China before we have
the E175-E2 ready [in 2021]…I believe this
year or next year we should have E175-E1s
flying in China.”

by Gregory Polek
Silva e Souza, interest has spread as the
company demonstrates the ability of
the E2s to generate seat-mile costs rivaling those of bigger narrowbodies.
While in China the current E190
accounts for virtually all of Embraer’s
narrowbody deliveries, Silva sees each of
the three new E2 variants—the E190-E2,
the E195-E2, and the E175-E2—addressing existing and new markets throughout
Asia. In the case of the E175, even the
current generation, or E1, version will
find a niche in China alongside the indigenous Comac ARJ-21 in the next one to
two years, projected Silva, who cited the
country’s recent policy to require startup
airlines to build a fleet of 25 aircraft carrying less than 90 seats before they may

E195 Niche

As for the rest of Asia-Pacific, Silva expects
the largest E2 variant—the upcoming
E195-E2—to find a niche in low-yield
markets where none of the E1s managed
to take hold.
“The Asian market is a very low-yield
market, and it requires an aircraft with
a lower seat-mile cost, which is the case
with the E195-E2,” said Silva. “It has similar unit cost to an A320neo, for instance,
but 20-percent better trip cost, so we
believe it will be very attractive. I believe
the E190-E2 brings more efficiency to
the current E190 customer base, but the
E195-E2 will change the balance between
let’s say E-Jets and narrowbodies in any
airline fleet because the unit cost is much

DAVID McINTOSH

The relative paucity of orders Embraer
has drawn for its E-Jet line in the Asia-Pacific region contrasts sharply with its
success in China, a market company executives expect only to grow with the introduction of the first E2 variant. Expecting
imminent certification of the E190-E2
as the Singapore Airshow approached,
Embraer (Chalet CD31, Stand V01) sees
recently announced improvements in
hot-and-high performance to draw particular attention from airlines in the People’s Republic, where no fewer than 100
E-Jets already fly with five operators.
Throughout the rest of Asia, current-generation E-Jets fly only in Japan
but, according to Embraer Commercial
Aviation marketing vice president Rodrigo

Noise Is for Boys

Airliner and business jet manufacturers are extremely sensitive to making their airplanes as quiet as possible. But military jets have no such
design limitations, as this young lady is discovering, to her apparent discomfort. The young men seem to be soaking it all in.
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Rolls-Royce Trent 1000-TENs power two out of three Boeing 787-10 test airplanes. The -10 has 95 percent parts commonality with the 787-9.

Boeing readies first 787-10
going to Singapore Airlines
by Gregory Polek
This year’s Singapore Airshow heralds the
final stages of the Rolls-Royce Trent 1000
TEN-powered Boeing 787-10’s service-entry effort, as the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore prepares validation of the
U.S. FAA’s amended type certificate for
operation with launch customer Singapore Airlines in the second quarter of the
year. Issued on January 22, the FAA award
capped a certification program involving
three flight-test airplanes—two powered
by Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 TENs and one
by GEnx-1Bs—that together flew a total
of more than 900 hours. Boeing expects
certification of the GE-powered 787-10 in
time for scheduled first delivery to United
Airlines in the second half of the year.
Speaking with AIN just ahead of the
show, Boeing 787 chief project engineer
Bob Whittington explained that Boeing
had originally planned to use four test airplanes in the program, but as the 787-10’s
commonality with its smaller sibling, the
787-9, became more and more apparent
during the early stages of design, so did
the lack of a need for much of the testing
to demonstrate the differences between
the two models.
The 787-10 and -9 use 95 percent common part numbers, not only reducing the
number of test hours needed for the -10
but undoubtedly aiding workflow once
full-scale production of the latest Dreamliner begins in North Charleston, South
Carolina. Apart from its 18-foot stretch,
the only visually obvious difference
between the -9 and -10 lies in the -10’s
semi-levered main landing gear, leaving
only some minor structural reinforcements in the fuselage and some systems
modifications to account for the bigger
cabin. Boeing (Stand U23, U09) arrived at
the 18-foot stretch by inserting five frames
in front of the wing and four frames aft of
the wing, allowing for the addition of 40
passenger seats and total capacity of 330
in a two-class layout. Using exactly the
same wing as the -9, the -10’s only other
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significant differences involve localized
strengthening of the fuselage, an increase
in the capability of the environmental
control system (ECS) and enough extra
cargo space for one more pallet or two
extra LD3 containers in both the forward
and aft holds.
While maximum landing weight
increases by 20,000 pounds to 445,000
pounds and maximum zero fuel weight
jumps 25,000 pounds to 425,000 pounds,
maximum takeoff weight remains

Boeing 787 chief
project engineer
Bob Whittington.
unchanged at 560,000 pounds. Range
decreases to 6,430 nm from 7,635 nm.
Completing function and reliability
trials and ECS testing ahead of schedule, the third airplane, designated ZC002,
finished testing first and revealed no surprises since its first flight during the summer. “It actually performed better than
expected,” said Whittington.
By the time Whittington spoke with AIN
on January 5, the first airplane—Trent 1000
TEN-powered ZC001—had completed all
but a final stage of stability and control
software validation, performing crosswind
landings and tailwind takeoffs in Newfoundland. Incorporating technologies
from the Trent XWB and Advance engine
including a “rising-line” compressor and
three-stage bladed disc (blisk) at the front
of the high-pressure compressor, the Trent
1000 TEN promised a 3-percent fuel burn
advantage over the Trent 1000, the original Rolls option for the 787-8 and 787-9.
Entering service with an Air New Zealand
787-9 and a Scoot 787-8 last November, the
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Trent 1000 TEN has not delivered quite
the fuel burn performance Rolls promised.
Whittington said Boeing is awaiting a new
software package to recoup the less than
one-percent deficiency by mid-year.
However, in the 787-10, Boeing’s aerodynamic measurements showed a roughly
one-percent better-than-expected drag
coefficient improvement, thereby countering the slight deficiency experienced
in the Trent 1000 TEN-powered -8 and -9.

Commonality Benefits

Overall, Whittington expressed complete satisfaction with the pace and
performance of the aircraft program.
As much as the smooth introduction of
the 787-9 contrasted with the tortured
path of the 787-8’s launch to its entry
into service, the 787-10 has done as well
as if not better than the -9. “It’s a tough
comparison to make because of that
commonality difference,” explained
Whittington. “The -8, of course, was so
unique and so new and so innovative,
that flight-test program was very long
and very complicated. The big difference for us is the customers told us they
really wanted the -10 to be as common
as we could with the -9, and that really
did structure our test program. It’s
more common than any airplane that
I know of. I’ve been here 32 years, and

this has been the most straightforward
test program that I’ve ever seen.”
Built exclusively in Charleston largely
because the mid-body fuselage section
cannot fit in a Dreamlifter for transport to
Boeing’s plant in Everett, Washington, the
first -10 moved through the South Carolina factory “significantly easier” than the
first -9 moved thorough Everett, added
Whittington. “The 787-10 flowed seamlessly through the production system,” he
said. “We had half the number of manufacturing problems on the -10 than we did
on the -9 in terms of non-conformances
written, and the total flow through the
factory is almost identical. The manufacturing system doesn’t really know the difference between a -9 and a -10.”
In an effort to ensure that its customers, too, will see little difference between
the two models while flying them in revenue service, Boeing spent a lot of time
and energy validating maintenance manuals and preparing to operate the airplanes in flight test much like an airline
would. Meanwhile, the group of airlines
that composed the program’s advisory
panel—including Singapore—emphasized their strong desire for commonality
over range. “The group of customers that
we worked with were key in telling us not
to stretch the range on the -10, that building in weight or capability in the airplane
that they didn’t necessarily need for range
was not as valuable to them as it being
common to the -9,” said Whittington.
As of mid-January holding orders for
171 of the 787-10s, Boeing most recently
inked a letter of intent with Emirates Airline during November’s Dubai Airshow,
calling for an eventual firm order for 40.
On the decision to choose the Dreamliner
over the Airbus A350, an order for 70 of
which Emirates canceled some three years
ago, Emirates chairman and CEO Sheikh
Ahmed bin Saeed Al Maktoum explained
that fleet planners looked closely at both
options and reached the conclusion that
the Boeing product made the most sense
for several reasons, including maintenance cost considerations.▢
n

China conducts drone-aircraft collision tests
China’s CAAC recently conducted aircraft-drone collision tests between the forward section—principally the windshield
and radome—of an airliner and a tethered
light DJI drone. The tests were carried out
jointly with Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Northwestern Polytechnical University and Shanghai Aircraft
Design and Research Institute.
Initial results showed that impacts at
various angles to the windshield resulted
in fracture of the outer laminate layer,
but no penetration into the cockpit, similar to results encountered in bird-strike
tests. Results of the tests will be used to
promulgate rules and technical standards

governing UAV operations and certification.
The CAAC noted the proliferation of
drone collisions and near misses with
aircraft in Europe, the U.S. and China,
as well as the inherent risk UAVs pose
to people and property on the ground.
Drone conflict incidents in China between
2013 and 2017 involved forced deviation
and delay of civil aircraft on multiple
occasions, near-collisions with aircraft,
ground holds and even shutdowns at
commercial airports, in addition to Chinese air force shoot-downs of errant
drones. Some of the airport shutdowns
were significant, resulting in dozens of
flight cancellations.
M.H.
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Seletar’s newest FBO ready
for first Singapore Airshow
by Curt Epstein
The purpose-built, four-story FBO cost
30 million Singapore dollars (US$22.5 million), and in addition to 2,787 sq meters
(30,000 sq ft) of hangar space, which can
accommodate aircraft up to a G650, it
has a 3,252-sq-m (35,000-sq-ft) terminal,
including a rooftop garden.
Among its amenities are a VIP aircraft
owner/passenger lounge and bar serving snacks, coffee and tea in addition
to alcoholic beverages; a pilots lounge;
snooze room; shower facilities; pool
tables; karaoke; a pair of A/V-equipped
conference rooms that can seat up to 20
people; a 93-sq-m (1,000-sq-ft) training
room; and as a crowning jewel, a 557sq-m (6,000-sq-ft) ballroom, which
has been used to host industry events
and dinners. Lim noted that his own
wedding, with 300 seated guests, was
recently held there.
Newly added in time for the air show
is a café in the FBO, which Lim believes
crew and passengers will use during
technical stops that might last only a few
hours. “Instead of going to the hotel, they
can go to our lounge and our restaurant
to have their meals,” he said. Another

Wings Over Asia, Seletar’s newest FBO, occupies a 72,000-sq-ft (6,689-sq-m), purpose-built
facility. It is adjacent to the site of the new general aviation terminal, which is expected to
open by the end of the year.
recent improvement is a retractable
shelter over the rooftop garden (also
used occasionally for barbecues), which
makes it accessible even during inclement weather. WOA offers luxury surface

DAVID McINTOSH

While the overall focus of the Singapore Airshow is commercial aviation
and defense, the private aviation sector
is represented as well, and in that arena,
Seletar Airport-based FBO Wings Over
Asia (WOA) is making its debut at the
airshow this year, having opened its new
facility in June 2016. The company was
founded in 2009 by a Singapore pilot who
believed that general aviation operators
in the region could use help with ground
handling, flight planning and permitting.
Based on the experience gained, that
ground handling business evolved into
the new FBO, one of three at Seletar,
which was built as a British Air Force
base before World War II and is now
used solely for general aviation. “We are
slowly expanding, and our strength currently is the region; Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia,” stated David Lim, the
company’s sales and customer experience executive. “We started from small
propeller planes to small jets, and now
we are experiencing Falcon 7X, Gulfstreams and have even handled the Airbus A320, which is the largest plane that
can land in Seletar.”

Belly to Belly

This pair of Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF) F-16Cs (Block 52) get thrillingly close practicing for their performance celebrating the
service’s 50th anniversary. The Lockheed-Martin F-16s are part of a combined display team that also includes a Boeing F-15SG. Singapore
President Halimah Jacob will officially start the golden anniversary festivities here at the Singapore Airshow on Wednesday, February 7.
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transport on the airport, using BMWs and
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter vans.
The company is dedicated to assisting
its patrons through the entire spectrum
of general aviation, from helping people
obtain their pilots licenses though purchasing their aircraft and then supporting them.
It offers a “Club WOA” membership plan
with a variety of benefits, including scheduled trips and events, access to a clubhouse
with flight simulator, flight concierge, aircraft sharing and pilot proficiency programs.
WOA is an official dealer for Piper, Daher,
Diamond, Cirrus, and Quest, and a partner
to Textron Aviation with its Cessna and
Bell Helicopter divisions. Its hangars are
home to a variety of aircraft, including a
Challenger 605, Challenger 350, Eclipse,
Mitsubishi MU-2 and Cessna Caravan as
well as smaller piston-powered airplanes.
Registered as Stage I under the International Business Aviation Council’s (IBAC)
International Standard for Business Aviation Handling (IS-BAH), the facility is currently working toward Stage II compliance.
The company provides maintenance
capability for its smaller based aircraft,
and it expects to receive an FAA Part 145
certificate later this year.
Currently WOA claims approximately
15 percent of the traffic at Seletar. Arriving aircraft must first clear customs and
immigration at the general aviation terminal, which is currently housed in a preWorld War II building. A new customs
facility 200 meters (656 feet) from the
FBO is expected to open by year end.
During the show, the FBO will host
a private aviation showcase and open
house, February 6-10. Among the aircraft
slated for the static display are the Cessna
Citation Latitude and Citation X+, Piper
M600, and the Daher TBM 930.
n
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Changi’s iconic
control tower
might soon be
sharing duties
with a remote
“smart tower.” In
the background
is Project
Jewel, a S$1.7
billion mixeduse terminal
project due to be
completed
by 2019.

Master plan charts the way
to ‘Seamless ASEAN Sky’
by Chen Chuanren
On December 18, Changi Airport welcomed its 60-millionth passenger of 2017,
a record number in the airport’s history.
Easing up the handling capacity of the
three main terminals, in October last year
Changi opened Terminal 4, which will
allow the airport to handle 82 million
passengers annually. Along with it comes
a capability to handle increased aircraft
movements at the airport and in the surrounding airspace.
Changi has seen steadily increasing
commercial aircraft movements since
2012; in 2016, it chalked up 360,000.
Come the early 2020s, it will have three
runways, and by 2030, five terminals covering 2,000 hectares (4,942 acres).
The challenge posed to Changi and
the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore
(CAAS) is how to safely manage air and
ground movement at an airport that is
growing at breakneck speed.
CAAS has embarked on a Smart Digital Tower initiative for Changi airport, to
explore how remote tower operations,
which were only recently introduced to
some small airports, can be applied in
major hubs like Singapore by exploiting
new technologies.
In a paper written by Ho Wei Sean, head
of the Centre of Excellence for the Air
Traffic Management Programme Office,
CAAS said the Smart Tower aims to
explore enhanced situational awareness,
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increased visibility, improved line of sight,
and enhanced operational efficiency.
These can be achieved with multiple
cameras with night vision or infrared
technology used in low visibility conditions, such as torrential rain or haze,
which are common in the tropics. The
result is also removing the need to deploy
air traffic controllers to various towers at
the airport, and visual data is pumped to
a remote, centralized room where all controllers will operate.
On Nov. 21, 2017, CAAS inked a contract with NATS for a S$7 million (US$5.27

million) pilot program to develop a smart
tower prototype. The trial will run for 22
months and will also employ advanced
camera and video stitching technologies,
thus enabling better display of information.
“The prototype will function as a proofof-concept to evaluate the performance of
a smart digital tower to supplement the
current tower. We will use data analytics,
and review relevant work processes to
benefit from the advantages that smart
tower technologies offer,” said Rosly Md
Saad, director of air traffic services, CAAS.
“The project will utilize the leading smart
tower solution for larger, high-intensity
operations, provided by Searidge Technologies, combined with NATS’s operational,
human factors, safety and regulatory assurance, training, and transition expertise,” a
NATS spokesperson told AIN.
“We expect digital tower technology to
revolutionize air traffic management. It

The challenge at Changi Airport is to safely manage “breakneck” growth in traffic.
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represents an exciting, viable solution for
airports in offering a new level in assurance and resilience, as well as operational
enhancements and cost efficiencies. The
project with CAAS is potentially transformational and could help shape how
smart digital airport towers are deployed
at large hub airports all over the world,”
he added.
In the skies, Southeast Asia is already
the home to some of the busiest routes,
such as Singapore-Jakarta, Singapore-Kuala Lumpur, and Bangkok-Hong
Kong. Those routes have an annual
average of around 3 million passengers
between them. The airways are set to
become busier as the Association of
South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) finalizes part of the ASEAN Single Aviation
Market. Also known as the ASEAN Open
Skies Policy, it now allows domestic codeshare rights between points within the
territory of any of the 10 ASEAN member
state, resulting in more flight options for
consumers. The floodgates will open if all
outstanding issues such as protectionism
policies are rectified, and the adoption of
the fifth freedom of the air within ASEAN.
Singapore upgraded its ATC system
in 2013 with the Long Range Radar
and Display System III (LORADS III),
which has range up to 500 nautical
miles (926 km), and can track 2,000
aircraft, four times as much track-handling capacity as its earlier variant. It
is also one of the few stations in the
region to be ADS-B capable.
Malaysia is in the midst of constructing
a new ATC center and hopes to increase
hourly movements at Kuala Lumpur
from 78 to 108, and install ADS-B capability. The center will open in 2019 with
Thales and Selex ES, Indera Systemas as
main systems providers. Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam have all embarked on
various degrees of upgrades to their ATC
systems and infrastructure.
Rosly added that the ASEAN Air Traffic
Management Master Plan was signed in
October 2017, a technical roadmap to support the Seamless ASEAN Sky (SAS). “The
SAS aims to facilitate the flow of aircraft
across ASEAN in a more integrated and
harmonized manner. When fully realized,
the SAS envisages an increase in airspace
capacity, enhanced safety, and reduced
delays and operational costs for airlines.”
he said.
However, airline leaders believe change
will not happen overnight, nor without
its hiccups.
“It is not about the introduction of new
technology but about changing operational procedures,” said Andrew Herdman, director general of the Association
of Asia Pacific Airlines at the AAPA Summit in Taipei last October. “ATM modernization must extend beyond the purview
of individual states.” He sees that Asia is
a much more complex environment than
Europe, noting that institutional policies
and ATC system varies significantly in
ASEAN while Europe has centralized flow
control under Eurocontrol. 
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Rising costs, cut-rate fares
keeping airline yields down
by Gregory Polek
The highly optimistic forecasts for traffic
growth in the Asia-Pacific region by the
world’s big OEMs haven’t encountered a
lot of scrutiny, and few would argue with
the notion that Asia ranks as the biggest
market in the world over the next two
decades. The prospects all look good for
the OEMs, airport developers and service providers such as MRO outfits, but
the airlines themselves have fallen behind
much of the rest of the world in terms
of profitability, raising questions about
the sustainability of the region’s robust
capacity growth.
According to former Qantas fleet
planner and Jetstar head of commercial

of demand to catch up with capacity in
several markets, resulting in flat yields for
the last several years. “We’ve seen pockets of green shoots, but we haven’t necessarily seen anything significantly positive
on the revenue side of things.”
Although Newcombe didn’t dispute the
conventional wisdom that the Asia-Pacific region will account for a disproportionate share of the world’s air traffic
growth over the next 20 years, he did
pose questions about the speed at which
the growth will occur. “It might not be a
speedy as people would like it to be,” he
said. “Because when you start to look at
the fleet orders, they’re quite significant.

billion (US$428 million) over the period
and called for a cut of at least 600 jobs.
In Indonesia, chronically loss-making
Garuda appointed a new president in April
to lead a restructuring that included defering aircraft deliveries, a plan to increase
aircraft utilization, and a reorganization of
its Citilink low-fare unit. The plan targets
a return to profitability this year.
In fact, fleet deferrals haven’t been
limited to Garuda, and Newcombe sees
“a distinct possibility” of more in the
coming few years. “You’ve already seen it
with some carriers,” he said. “If you look
at some of the larger orders that have happened…Air Asia is a good example, Qantas/Jetstar is another good example. Both
have put in significant orders at different
points of time. Those delivery schedules
were predicated on a particular kind of
environment and that never happened,
so they slowed down those orders or
used them for fleet renewal as opposed
to growth units.”

Boeing 737-800
operator Garuda
Indonesia
has deferred
all aircraft
deliveries for
2018, including
several Max 8s.
Michael Newcombe, rising fuel prices
and infrastructure deficiencies appear
likely to slow the pace of growth Airbus,
Boeing and others would like to see continue. Now the Singapore-based principal
for global consultancy ICF, Newcombe
expressed a “neutral” position on the
prospects for the region, citing a disparity
in the economic circumstances between,
for example, North and Southeast Asia,
and, in general, softening of yields due to
upward pressures on costs and downward
pressures on ticket prices.
“You’re starting to see fuel price and oil
price creep up to a territory that we haven’t seen for a very long time, and obviously that’s going to change the operating
environment for a number of carriers,
especially those without strong hedging
positions,” noted Newcombe. “I think
the airlines need to start looking at what
their futures are going to be when those
headwinds hit.”
In Asia-Pacific specifically, Newcombe
cited a general stability but also a failure
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And if you aggregated Indonesia, Singapore,
Brendan Sobie, lead analyst for Sydand Malaysia, you basically get a fleet order ney-headquartered CAPA Center for Aviabook that’s pretty much the same size as
tion, agreed that overcapacity has become
China’s…That’s an enormous amount of a problem for the past “few years,” particcapacity into a region that’s already got a ularly in Southeast Asia, but not because
significant amount of capacity.”
growth rates haven’t continued to outpace
Meanwhile, established Asian network the rest of the world. Again, he said, the
carriers face more and more competition problem boils down to aggressiveness on
from Emirates Airline, Etihad, and Qatar the part of some airlines to chase growth
Airways in the Middle East; Chinese hub
at the cost of yields. He agreed that some
carriers such as Air China, China East- “stabilization” has occurred recently, but
ern, and China Southern and the growing he didn’t express much confidence in a
cadre of low-fare airlines from through- near-term reversal.
out the region.
“Yields have come down so much in
Consequently, Singapore Airlines, for the last several years. Stabilizing, espeexample, announced a restructuring plan cially in an environment where fuel prices
following its first quarterly losses in five
are starting to creep again, is not good
years and established a so-called trans- enough,” said Sobie. “And I should say it’s
formation office to review all its busi- not just domestic and regional here. It’s
ness divisions and processes. Separately, also long-haul, because you’ve got a lot
Hong Kong’s Cathay Pacific announced of capacity being added by airlines in the
a restructuring early last year following Middle East, for example,” he explained.
its first loss in eight years. The three“The Chinese expansion into the interyear business transformation plan cen- national long-haul market has affected
tered on a target to save more than HK$4 yields significantly,” Sobie added. “If
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you look at Southeast Asia to America,
the fares have been lower than they’ve
ever been…That has been driven a lot
by the Chinese carriers…[They] weren’t
very big in the long-haul markets, and
they didn’t have a huge presence in
Europe or North America.
But in the last few years, the main airlines have added a lot. You also have a lot
of secondary Chinese airlines who have
started expanding or launching longhaul services, as well.”
While competition from long-haul carriers from outside the region has driven
down yields for Asian network carriers,
the rise of LCCs has done the same in
regional and domestic markets. Explosive
growth in places like Vietnam and Thailand undoubtedly has benefitted those
countries’ economies and populations.
But the airlines that serve them haven’t
managed much profitability, once they’ve
added capacity to the point of saturation
with cut-rate ticket prices.
“There’s still double-digit GDP growth
there, but the problem is for a few years
these markets were growing at 30 percent
a year, and that’s not sustainable,” noted
Sobie. “It’s kind of a one-off thing where
you’re stimulating the market with such
low fares, but once that’s done you basically have to return to normal growth,
which is still good in this region—10 percent—but it’s not 30 percent.
“During these periods, the airlines were
very aggressive. So you had a new LCC
come in and compete with an existing
LCC, and you had full service airlines
as well, so they all had to respond. And
because the fuel prices were so low, that
obviously led to extremely low fares and
capacity expansion, which obviously
affects yields.”
Now, compared with the rest of the
world, which has seen impressive airline
profitability in general over the past two
years, Asia-Pacific has lagged.
Meanwhile, forces such as consolidation that helped resuscitate many of the
rest of the world’s markets can’t happen
as readily in a region populated with so
many state owned airlines and LCCs
whose fleets the manufacturers want to
keep operating.
“They’re growth stories, so they
attract enough capital and they attract
a lot of interest from manufacturers.
And the manufacturers are obviously
invested in seeing these airlines grow
and not fail, because they’re exposed,”
explained Sobie.
“Some of these airlines, without naming names, they’re going through this
period where they can be taking 15 or 20
airplanes a year and they’re able to cover
their costs by sale-leasebacks. So if you
have 10 or 15 sale-leasebacks a year and
you’ve got a good deal from the manufacturers and the lease companies give you a
higher value, basically you’re funding your
operations…Eventually something might
give, but by the time that happens there
are vested interests and nobody wants
you to fail.” 
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While Mumbai Airport faces choking levels of passenger traffic, India looks to expand its infrastructure further afield, focusing on lower-tier
facilities that do not require the same levels technology, both for their air traffic needs and requirements for handling passengers.

India’s airports feeling
the strain of traffic growth
by Neelam Mathews
India’s growing domestic air traffic has
presented challenges in air and ground
infrastructure that were not faced five
years ago. Already, significant pressure on
air traffic management (ATM) and airport
infrastructure is being felt, with mounting
concerns over safety on the ground and in
the air, due to congestion.
The rise of budget carriers and pressure to open remote and underserved
airports under the Regional Connectivity Scheme has many midsize airports
already running close to full capacity.
Airports Authority of India (AAI) has 125
airports, of which 50 are being upgraded,
an uphill but urgent task. AAI’s corporate
plan for the period 2017 to 2026 focuses
on streamlining operations and adopting global benchmarks through new

technology, to ensure efficiency and cost
effectiveness. This is being done through
increasing adoption of biometric, face
recognition, and body-scan technology
to speed operations.
Speaking on airport and ATM infrastructure, particularly with reference to
Mumbai, Jakarta, Bangkok, Mexico City,
and New York City facing bottlenecks,
Alexandre de Juniac, director general of
the International Air Transport Association, said recently, “We need capacity to
meet demand; airports must be aligned
with user needs for quality and technical
specifications.”
India’s Regional Connectivity Scheme
has led to the opening of remote and
underserved airports, but even this is not
enough. An “ambitious” corporate plan

“defines how we will be successful within
a challenging and changing aviation environment,” said Guruprasad Mohapatra,
chairman of the AAI. He said AAI’s $450
million plan over the next five years was
set up to upgrade technology. “For this,
the air traffic flow management system
is a forward-looking technology application by which a real-time link of all the
surveillance and navigation systems will
show aircraft operating throughout the
Indian airspace on a large screen display
at AAI’s ATM center.”
Another move is that instead of constructing new air traffic control (ATC)
towers at every airport, AAI is set to procure mobile towers to remotely manage
flight operations at different airports. AAI
is also developing a number of airports
as no-frills to reduce operating costs and
to make flying a viable option for more
people. “The no-frills airports would
limit or avoid costs of services and activities that are not necessarily crucial for
airport operations and that would allow
the costs to be kept at the lowest possible
level,” Mohapatra said.
As skilled people become increasingly
scarce, India’s new remote towers will
prove beneficial. “We see a great interest
from both small and large airports that
have a need for remote tower services.
This system contributes toward greater
efficiency,” said Håkan Buskhe, president
and CEO of Saab (Stand D11). Remote
tower services employ cameras and sensors at airports sending signals in real
time to air traffic control centers where
images from the remotely controlled airports are displayed on TV monitors.

Equipment Mandates

Saab’s remote-tower concept enables multiple camera-equipped towers to feed highdefinition video to a central facility manned by live air traffic controlers.
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To make the skies safer, India’s Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) last
year amended the procedure for obtaining permission for import or acquisition
of aircraft to include mandatory installation of GPS-aided GEO augmented
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navigation (GAGAN), the world’s fourth
satellite-based augmentation system
(SBAS), on aircraft imported after Jan. 1,
2019. The rule is not applicable for aircraft
already delivered.
GAGAN does not depend on ground
navigation infrastructure at airports and
heliports, reduces the decision height
for GPS-aided instrument approaches,
and provides accessibility to more
airports for much lower cost in poor
weather conditions. It allows aircraft
to fly instrument approaches with vertical guidance with no need for ground
navigation aids. Lower priced on-board
avionics equipment can be used to fly
these approaches, and according to
some analysts SBAS could be an answer
to opening up unserved or underserved
regional airports.
AAI provides air navigation services
across all civil airports in India. It manages Indian airspace covering more than
2.8 million square nautical miles, which
includes a land area measuring 1.05 million and oceanic airspace measuring 1.75
million square nautical miles, extending
beyond the territorial airspace into the
Arabian Sea, the Indian Ocean, and the
Bay of Bengal.

Guruprasad
Mohapatra,
chairman of
the Airports
Authority of
India.

An “ambitious”
corporate plan
“defines how we will
be successful within a
challenging and
changing aviation
environment.”
The government has granted “in principle” approval for setting up 18 greenfield
airports in the country. In addition, focus
is on neglected hilly states in the northeast region, where AAI plans to develop
airports. The region shares 98 percent
of its borders with China and southeast
Asian countries.
Guwahati in the state of Assam has
been selected to be an intra-regional hub
and gateway from India to the neighboring countries of Bangladesh, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam, all of
which are within short flying distances of
around 45 to 60 minutes. The design for
the $172 million terminal at Guwahati airport, for which U.S.-based Aecom has been
appointed as project management consultant, has already been approved. The project includes a parallel taxiway, two hangars
for narrowbody aircraft, and extension of
the runway to 10,000 feet.
n
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MBDA’s standoff munitions
in demand in Asia-Pacific
by Chen Chuanren
European munitions maker MBDA is seeing promising potential in Asia-Pacific in
the areas of air-delivered munitions and
will be showcasing a number of new weapons for the first time in the region after
successful live tests in the last two years.
“Asia continues to be a key area for
MBDA, with an ever growing number of
strategic campaigns for the company,”
said Jean-Marc Peyraud, MBDA vice
president Asia. “Recent years have seen a
proliferation of advanced combat aircraft
and stand-off capabilities in the region.
Stand-off weaponry is the latest step in
the constant arms race between offensive
and defensive capabilities.”
After making its overseas debut at the
Dubai Airshow, the SmartGlider guided
weapon will appear for the first time in
Asia-Pacific. Unveiled last year at the Paris
Air Show, the SmartGlider is Europe’s
answer to the Boeing GBU-39 Small Diameter Bomb. The standard SmartGlider
Light weighs 120 kg (265 pounds), and
most combat jets can carry as many as 18.
With a range up to 100 km (124 miles), it is
designed to be launched from a Hexabomb
Smart Launcher in high volumes to saturate
air defenses. It is also available in a Heavy
variant for a 1,000-kg (2,205-lb) warhead.
Also making a Singapore debut is the
Selective Precision Effects At Range
(SPEAR) precision strike missile, designed
for the Lockheed Martin F-35.
“[Being] able to operate in complex scenarios over the sea is particularly acute
in the region given the highly challenging
littoral environment. It is for just such
scenarios that MBDA’s Sea Venom/ANL
anti-ship weapon has been developed and
is being exhibited at the 2018 Singapore

Airshow,” he added. It was recently
reported that Singapore is considering a
shore-based Sea Venom.
Other air-launched munitions that will
be at the Singapore Airshow include the
Meteor long-range air-to-air missile, and
the ASRAAM, which is available for Asian
platforms like Korea’s KF-X and FA-50,
according to Peyraud.

Surface-to-air missile inventory

The firm has well established itself in
Asia-Pacific in the surface-to-air missile (SAM) genre. Its Aster 15 and Sylver
launchers are fitted on Singapore’s Formidable-class stealth frigates, and the
city-state’s armed forces will soon take
delivery of the land-launched version.
The VL MICA are installed on the Malaysian navy’s new Maharaja Lela-class Littoral Combat Ships, Indonesia’s Sigma
10514 frigates and also Singapore’s Independence-class Littoral Mission Vessels.
However, their current footprint in airlaunched munitions is not as significant
outside Europe and the Middle East. The
ASRAAM is currently in service with Australia, and the Taurus System, a subsidiary
of MBDA Germany, KEMP-350 stand-off
missile, are fielded on South Korea’s Boeing F-15K Slam Eagles. Recent arms procurement in Asia has opted for American systems,
with Japan announcing its intention to purchase the Lockheed Martin AGM-158B joint
air-to-surface standoff missiles (JASSMERs) and AGM-158C long-range anti-ship
missiles (LRASMs) for F-15J/DJ Eagles.
Its first major breakthrough could have
been Southeast Asia. MBDA and European
plane makers held their breath for the
longest time with Malaysia’s Multi-Role

Most combat jets can carry as many as 18 of MBDA’s SmartGlider guided weapons. They have
a range of as much as 100 kilometers.
Combat Aircraft program, but this acquisition plan will be shelved until at least
2025. However, this could change with the
Indian Air Force’s Rafale deal—packaged
with the Storm Shadow/SCALP, along with
the Brimstone and Meteor missile order—
that was finalized in November 2017.
MBDA (Stand G27) wants to be a leader
in laser technology and continues to invest
in innovation and research to keep up with
the competition and demands. “MBDA
has major research and development

capabilities and currently has 15 new
products in development, including laser
weapon systems,” said Peyraud.
He said the Laser Directed Energy
Weapon, known in the UK as the Dragonfire, will be shown at Singapore for the
first time, after it was unveiled at the
DSEI in September last year. Germany is
testing the 40-50kw laser and could use
it as a short-range air defense system
against manned and unmanned aircraft
and munitions.
n

China’s Z-8G heavy transport helicopter now in active service
The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has
introduced the Changhe Aircraft Industries
Corporation Z-8G transport helicopter to
active service.
Previously known as the Z-18, it was
reportedly redesignated the Z-8G (Gaoyuan,
or “Plateau”) because it is a heavily modified
version of the Harbin Z-8, the Chinese derivative of the Aérospatiale SA 321 Super Frelon.
The Z-18 flew for the first time in 2014.
Powered by three domestic WZ-6C turboshafts, it has a maximum takeoff weight
of 13.8 tonnes (30,360 pounds). It can carry
30 troops, or five tonnes (11,000 pounds) of
cargo, for up to 1,000 km (600 miles).
The new design replaced the Super Frelon/Z-8’s distinctive boat hull lower fuselage with a tail ramp, and added a small
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terrain-following radar in the radome. Some
Z-8Gs are fitted with a satcom fairing on the
tailboom, aft of the engine exhausts.
“We have completed flight training, and
the next step is to focus on the integration
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with land forces and exploit the capability
of the helicopter to its fullest potential,”
said 83rd Army Air Assault Brigade Commander Song Zhipeng.
Eventually, the helicopter should be
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certified to carry the Norinco AH-4 155mm
lightweight howitzer as an underslung load,
providing more firepower for the PLA in
hard-to-reach operating regions.
The PLA has been seeking helicopters
that perform in the high-altitude regions of
western China, especially in view of border
tensions with India.
It acquired the Sikorsky S-70 in the 1980s
for such purposes, but only in recent years
have domestic helicopter engines achieved
the necessary performance and reliability in
such an environment.
The Z-18 performed flight tests reaching
as high as 9,000 meters (29,500 feet) in
2015. The area is prone to large-scale natural disasters, and these helicopters will also
be useful in humanitarian operations.  C.C.
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Left: 163 Sqn’s I-HAWK
has served the RSAF
since 1983, and will be
replaced by the MBDA
Aster 30 soon.
Below left: Together
with the I-HAWK, the
SPYDER-SR is now part
of the Air Defence Task
Force, conducting air
defense duties 24/7.
Below: The Mechanised
Igla, a M113 mounted
with quad Igla launcher,
is part of the Divisional
Air Defence Group,
advancing with land
forces.

features outside Singapore could easily
hinder detection performance.
ADOC started to operate the TCOM
55m aerostat in 2017, which is believed to
be mounted with the Elta EL/M-2083 APR
solid state L-band active electronically
scanning array (AESA) radar. Tethered at
2,000 feet (600 meters), the aerostat is
able to give ADOC ‘round-the-clock aerial
and maritime surveillance with a range of
around 200 km (108 nm).
The RSAF has also acquired a number
of new sensor systems to replace older
hardware and improve the detection capabilities, and to provide a high-resolution
air picture—especially crucial in C-RAM
operations. These radars include the
Saab Giraffe Agile Multiple Beam (AMB),
Thales Groundmaster 200 (known locally
as the Shikra), and more recently, in 2016,
the Elta EL/M-2084 Multi Mission Radar
(MMR). The latter was proven through
intensive use in Israel, with numerous
successful intercepts when paired with the
Iron Dome system.

The Silver Bullet

Singapore relies on a ‘system of systems’
by Chen Chuanren
Ever since the inception of the Singapore Armed Forces and the Singapore
Air Defence Command (the former name
of the RSAF), defense planners have
understood that the tiny island state
lacks strategic depth, and that any aerial
threats can overfly one of the world’s
most densely populated countries in seconds. Ground-based air defense (GBAD)
systems have therefore been one of the
mainstays of Singapore’s national air
defense, providing ‘round-the-clock
watch over the skies.
The RSAF has sought Counter-RAM
(C-RAM) capabilities ever since the technology allowed, protecting Singapore
from saturated rocket, artillery, and mortar (RAM) fire. The need was ever more
critical following the foiled attempt by
Indonesian terrorists to launch homemade rockets into Singapore in 2016,
while the potential closure of Paya Lebar
airbase from 2030 could result in a loss of
operational runways.
RSAF restructuring in 2017 has seen
national air defense systems come under
the auspices of the Air Defence and Operation Command’s (ADOC’s) Air Defence
Group, with the remaining short-range
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air defense systems coming under the
Participation Command’s Divisional Air
Defence Group (DAG).

GBAD Systems

The second generation RSAF GBAD
umbrella consisted of the fighters at the
forefront, followed by 163 Squadron’s
I-Hawk surface-to-air missile, the 165 Sqn
Rapier as its second-tier missile system and,
at the last tier, the 160 Sqn Oerlikon 35-mm
guns along with the Mistral, RBS 70 and Igla
Manpads from the 3rd, 6th, 9th and 18th
Divisional Air Defence Artillery Battalion.
Today, the umbrella concept remains
largely unchanged, but it is more robust.
The 35-mm gun and the Mistral were
phased out, and AIN understands that the
RBS 70 was upgraded to the NG variant
with the Bolide missile.
After around two decades, the transformation started around the turn of the
decade, with the Rafael Spyder-SR initially replacing the medium-range Rapier
in 2011. With the infrared-guided Python
5 and radar-guided Derby missiles, the
RSAF has more flexibility, faster response
times, and the first GBAD asset to have
C-RAM capabilities.

\
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In 2013, the government announced the
acquisition of the MBDA Aster 30 SAMP/T
to replace 163 Sqn’s I-Hawk. The vertically
launched Aster 30 will extend ADOC’s
capabilities to enable it to engage multiple high-altitude targets coming from all
directions, without the need to turn the
missile launchers to the direction of fire.
Capable of engaging high-altitude (above
10,000 feet) aircraft at 100-km (54-nautical-mile) range, it expands the air defense
umbrella farther afield, by an additional 50
km (27 nm). The Aster 30 is also marketed
to be capable of shooting down small radar
cross-section targets such as cruise missiles,
UAVs, and stand-off munitions.

Sensors

High-end missile systems can only be as
effective as their detection capabilities
allow. Since radar operates at line of sight,
Singapore’s low-lying geographical features mean that its radar systems can’t be
used to their full potential. The mainstay
of RSAF air defense radar, the Lockheed
Martin FPS-117, is perched on the second
highest hill of Bukit Gombak, at only 133
meters (436 feet). This has meant that
tall city buildings or larger geographical
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ADOC’s silver bullet is the Island Air
Defence System (IADS), a “system of
systems” (SoS) offering networked air
defense. Developed locally by the Defence
Science and Technology Agency (DSTA)
and the RSAF, IADS enables all sensors
and firing units to be linked to the network under a single communication protocol regardless of system manufacturer.
These sensors are fused together by a
combat management system, and linked
with civilian radar and flight plan database,
giving ADOC’s C2 centers a single comprehensive recognized air picture with quick
auto-identification of plots and tracks.
Under this centralized resource, critical
information can be disseminated to all parties within the entire air defense system.
All firing units receive radar details
from the various sensors across the island,
giving the missile best-target information
while also increasing the survivability of
the site as there is not a single point of
failure, in the event their own radar unit
is not available. Decision-support systems will aid C2 commanders in assigning the most appropriate weapon system
for the best success rate.
The RSAF has coined its air defense as
“third generation,” but the investment
and development of new hardware and
capabilities brings it to the level of GBAD
3.5. Distinct lines between first and second line of defense are blurred now, as
the minimum and maximum engagement
ranges of missiles cross each other, and
also give cover into the region of fighter
coverage. Two or three well placed firing
units give overlapping and extensive coverage over the island, ironically due to its
small geographical size.
In addition, with the IADS now in place,
the RSAF is able to quickly integrate new
systems with current ones and adapt to
the ever-changing air defense landscape,
covering Singapore with a highly complex steel umbrella.
n

Four
Mitsubishi
MRJ flight test
articles have
now flown
more than
1,500 hours.

Mitsubishi confident MRJ is now on track
by Gregory Polek
As Mitsubishi Aircraft (Stand U01) entered to bring them up to that configuration
perhaps its busiest year of flight testing standard.” In fact, he said, engineers have
yet for its MRJ regional jet, marketing already incorporated some small changes
inroads and progress at the engineering into the existing aircraft. Of course, the
level had finally begun to accelerate to the biggest upgrade involves the avionics
point of satisfaction for aircraft program bay upgrade in Flight Test Article (FTA)
managers and top executives at Mitsub- 4, which involves relocating components
ishi Heavy Industries. By the time the
and rerouting wiring to satisfy certificacompany arrived in Singapore, program
tion requirements related to “extreme
teams had flown four flight test airplanes
situations” such as water leakage or an
a total of some 1,500 hours, while produc- explosion in the area of the avionics bay.
tion crews had attached wings and begun
painting the fifth flight-test airplane.
Flight-test Fleet Duty
Following no fewer than five major “All four airplanes will be touched in some
program delays, the MRJ has reached a way, and all four have their own mission
point at which the company can inte- in life,” said Bellamy. FTA-1, for example,
grate several design upgrades through the serves as the aircraft into which Mitsubishi
course of the year and test the effects of plans to incorporate systems changes, while
temperature extremes on the reconfig- FTA-2 primarily measures engine perforured avionics bay. Meanwhile, another six mance and fuel consumption. “I don’t see
airplanes have entered various stages of many changes on that aircraft, and actually
assembly, laying the foundation for a plan we’re looking to exit that from the program
to accelerate production “in a phased quite early,” Bellamy added.
manner” until eventually reaching a rate
Meanwhile, program managers have
of 10 per month.
paid special attention to FTA-3, which
First, however, engineers must endure serves primarily as the program’s aviwhat Alex Bellamy, head of the MRJ’s onics test article. “Avionics is one of
product management office in Nagoya, those things in aerospace development
described as an extremely busy year of we have to keep a very close watch on,”
test flying in 2018, culminating in instal- explained Bellamy. “Software drives
lation of the final avionics bay configu- reliability and also functionality from
ration in the fourth flight-test example. a pilot’s perspective. So we’ve invested
Speaking with AIN before the start of a lot of time and energy making sure
the show, Bellamy detailed the status of the
that the quality of the software from our
flight-test program at Moses Lake, Wash- partner Rockwell Collins is high, and
ington, where the four existing flight-test we’ll continue to upgrade the software
airplanes had completed more than 50 on Aircraft 3 through [this] year.”
percent of their duties ahead of expected
Mitsubishi calls FTA-4 the “mega-mod”
certification in late 2019. Targeting first for obvious reasons; it incorporates most
delivery to launch customer All Nippon of the configuration changes and modifiAirways in mid-2020, program leadership cation work. Finally, once the fifth flightnow expects the MRJ flight-test airplanes
test example enters the fleet by the end
to clock as much as 3,000 hours, some 500 of the year, it will perform function and
hours more than originally allocated.
reliability testing and what Bellamy called
“It’s a 24/7 operation [at Moses Lake], the T5 evaluation, which involves evalusaid Bellamy. “We’re wringing as much ations by certification agencies of pilot
data as we can out of those aircraft. Toward procedures and checklists and the manthe end of [the] year we expect another ner in which the aircraft operates.
aircraft the join the fleet, which represents
Bellamy said the program experienced
the final [certification] configuration.”
no interruption in flight testing resultBellamy also reported that the com- ing from findings in October of falsified
pany plans to initiate the installation of an inspection certificates at Kobe Steel,
upgrade package “in certain critical areas which supplied suspect metal for parts
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used in the MRJ. Mitsubishi’s investigation on each of the affected parts used in
the MRJ revealed no safety deficiencies
and found that they meet all design standards. Bellamy couldn’t identify exactly
which parts the probe involved, but he
insisted that the incident would not affect
the certification schedule.
Similarly, the company expects no lasting schedule effects from a short interruption of testing resulting from the August 21
in-flight shutdown of a Pratt & Whitney
PW1200G during testing of FTA-2. Following an emergency landing in Portland,
Oregon, crews removed the engine and
sent it for examination to Pratt & Whitney,
which has since found that the incident
resulted from a faulty component, not a
design problem.
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Overall, the program has encountered
no problems with the Pratt & Whitney
engines in general, according to Bellamy.
“Other than the in-flight shut-down that we
had, we’re very comfortable with where we
stand on engines,” he said. “A lot of our
engines team have experience working on
the sister engines in the family…We’re very
happy with the engines in general, and one
of the first batches of certification testing
that we’ll be doing early next year is around
the engine because of its level of maturity.”
In fact, when the ANA airplanes enter
service in 2020 other variants of the
geared turbofan will have flown in revenue service for four-and-a-half years, by
which time Pratt should have settled the
so-called teething problems they have
encountered related to items such as
extended re-start intervals, premature
combustor liner wear, and leaking air
seals. For ANA, engine maturity could
present one measure of consolation in
the long wait for first delivery. 
n

M1 and ATMRI plan to control drones
using existing mobile phone networks
Telecommunications company M1 Ltd.
and the Air Traffic Management Research
Institute (ATMRI) signed an MRU for a
joint research center between Nanyan
Technology University in Singapore (NTU
Singapore) and the Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS). Researchers from the
university will work on a project that uses
existing mobile phone networks to track
and control drones. The project will be
led by Professor Low Kin Huat, an expert
in robotics and UAS from NTU’s School of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,
and Mohamed Faisal Bin Mohamed Salleh,
ATMRI senior research fellow.
Researchers will map the cellular signal
range of M1’s 4.5G Heterogeneous Network (HetNet). With the knowledge of this
range in Singapore’s airspace, air traffic
planners will know which routes are safe
for unmanned aircraft. At the same time,
drones could send real-time data and
telemetry feeds during flight since their
locations would be monitored over M1’s
4.5G HetNet.

Currently, drones offer wireless connectivity by using unlicensed spectrums such
as 2.4 GHz band. However, this band is
open to potential radio signal interference.
The 4.5 HetNet provides secure mobile
connectivity that allows drones to fly out
of visual range in an urban environment.
“NTU Singapore is at the forefront in both
autonomous vehicles as well as air traffic
management research,” said NTU Singapore
Professor Vu N. Duong, who serves as director of ATMRI. “We are working now to establish an air traffic system which can effectively
control and regulate UAS traffic in congested
airspace. By working with key industry partners like M1, we aim to translate our knowledge into practical applications beneficial to
Singapore and other megacities.”
Previously, M1 and ATMRI completed
successful trials in three different locations in Singapore using M1’s 4.5G HetNet. During these trials, the team was
able to provide command, control, and
communication capabilities required for
safe drone operations.
S.C.
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AAR diversification strategy
focused on digital offerings
by AIN Staff
AAR Corp., perhaps best known for its U.S.based heavy commercial airframe maintenance business, has been busy diversifying
its services, ramping up component support and parts-supply deals—with a notable focus on the Asia-Pacific region—and
signaling that digital offerings will play a
larger role in the near future.
AAR recently marked the one-year anniversary of a wide-ranging agreement with
Air New Zealand (ANZ) by expanding the
deal. In November 2016, the MRO specialist agreed to provide per-flight-hour support
for ANZ’s 15-aircraft Boeing 777 fleet. That
agreement covered 740 parts and included
stocking in ANZ’s network. More significantly, it established ANZ as AAR’s exclusive
Asia-Pacific repair provider and preferred
supplier for “selected parts,” AAR said.
The expanded agreement, announced
November 20, “significantly increases”
the volume of contracted component
repairs that AAR will push through the
airline’s shops, AAR explained. “With
strong OEM relationships and vast airline operational experience, Air New
Zealand’s workshops complement AAR’s
workshops in Amsterdam and New York,”
said Deepak Sharma, president, AAR integrated solutions-commercial.

For AAR (Stand 501), the ANZ partnership established a major presence in the
Asia-Pacific region while further expanding an aggressive push into supply chain
services, and component support, specifically. AAR struck several large fleet-support deals in 2017, including a five-year
agreement with IndiGo to overhaul Airbus A320 landing-gear shipsets and component support deal for Allegiant Air’s
growing A320 fleet. Both are new customers. It also added work with existing
customers SkyWest, for Bombardier CRJ
support, and BlueBird Cargo, for Boeing
737 Classic component support.
AAR has more than 1,600 aircraft under
some kind of support deal, placing it
among the industry’s top fleet-support
providers. The ANZ agreement is part of
a global expansion that also saw it open a
parts warehouse at Dubai World Central
(DWC) Airport in early 2017. That move
helped balance AAR geographically—it
has similar facilities in Asia, Europe, and
North America—and could help in landing
more regional customers beyond IndiGo
and Flydubai, which has turned to AAR for
both 737NG and Max component support.
The component support and parts-supply services augment a strong airframe

Airframe maintenance is one of several sectors in which AAR is growing, building on existing
customer relationships. The company currently supports more than 1,600 aircraft.
maintenance business that continues to
grow. AAR in September acquired two
airframe MRO facilities from Canada’s
Premier Aviation and landed agreements
to service Air Canada A320-family aircraft and Embraer E190s. It also won
deals to service Air Canada’s Boeing 767
fleet, which is being transitioned to the
carrier’s Rouge low-cost brand, as well as
Republic Airline’s 188 E170-family aircraft.
In each case, the deals expanded on existing customer relationships.

Digital Support Services

As AAR broadens its supply-chain services
and solidifies its core airframe MRO work,
the company has been expanding in a
related area: data-driven support services.

HondaJet Arrives in Singapore
Honda Aircraft is displaying its light jet, the
HA-420 HondaJet, at the Singapore Airshow and expanding the number of countries in which the airplane is certified. Next
up is type certification validation for the
China market, with Chinese CAAC approval
expected in early 2019.
Last October, Honda Aircraft (Chalet
CD63-65) announced that it selected Honsan General Aviation of Guangzhou as a
HondaJet dealer in China. The company will
not only sell the HondaJet but also provide
maintenance services for customers based
in China, Hong Kong, and Macau. Honsan
General Aviation is located at Guangzhou
Cheng Qian, CEO of Honsan General Aviation.
Baiyun International Airport.
“The HondaJet has been received with tre- “Partnering as a dealer with Honda Aircraft
mendous interest in and around China,” said provides us with a strategic way to expand our
Honda Aircraft president and CEO Michi- business portfolio and help in the general aviamasa Fujino, “and we have appointed Hon- tion and economic growth of China.”
The HA-420 offers seating for up to seven
san General Aviation HondaJet as a dealer
in the region. With its strong focus on quality occupants and is certified to be flown by a
and customer service, Honsan General Avi- single pilot. With a top speed of 422 ktas,
ation will be a very valuable addition to our after takeoff the HondaJet can climb at 3,990
fpm, and it has a maximum altitude of 43,000
dealer network and will be very successful
feet. The unique over-the-wing-enginein this emerging market.”
mount configuration, which has been used
“Like Honda Aircraft, we are always looking
to provide our customers with innovative ways only once before on a commercial airplane,
to increase productivity and access,” said the Fokker VFF 614, allowed Honda Aircraft
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to maximize cabin and baggage space and
include an enclosed lavatory with a flushing
toilet. Externally accessible baggage space
totals 66 sq ft (nose and rear compartments).
Other advantages of the engine-mounting
configuration include lower noise levels
inside the cabin and greater efficiency due
to a delay in drag rise at high speeds.
Power is provided by GE Honda HF120
engines, each delivering 2,050 pounds of
thrust. With four occupants, the HondaJet
can fly 1,223 nautical miles (NBAA IFR range).
Through the third quarter of 2017, Honda
Aircraft had delivered 30 HondaJets. M.T.
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Last October, AAR rolled out a new version of its PAARTS Store, which stocks
some one million new and used parts. It
also introduced AARLive, a portal tailored
for its component-support customers.
Among its features: access to required
paperwork ahead of part shipment and
tracking of orders in real time.
“These new digital services are the first
results of AAR’s ongoing investment in
an intelligent solutions team and related
solution development to reimagine ‘business as usual’ and drive additional value
for our customers,” said John Holmes,
AAR president and COO. “AAR is working hard to extend our industry-leading
supply chain services in the digital realm.”
AAR’s next step into the digital realm—
and arguably its boldest to date—came in
December. It created the position of chief
digital officer and announced the hiring of
data science specialist and former Gogo
executive Andrew Kemmetmueller.
“I joined AAR because we have a unique
opportunity to layer digital capabilities
and services into the company’s industry-leading aviation aftermarket services,”
explained Kemmetmueller. “Digitization is
a new opportunity for AAR to partner with
customers on innovations that create operational efficiencies and deliver more value.”
While AAR is primarily a commercial aviation company, it has significant
defense-industry activity as well. Its Aviation Services, which includes supply chain
and MRO services and makes up approximately 84 percent of its $1.8 billion in
annual sales, generates 25 percent of its
revenues from defense.
AAR has partnerships with more than
30 OEMs including Ametek, Crane, Eaton,
Northrop Grumman, Pratt & Whitney,
Unison, and UTC Aerospace Systems,
which help it supply military aircraft operators with parts. The company also has an
extensive inventory of expendable, repairable, and overhauled parts for military
aircraft. AAR provides spares for aircraft
such as the F-16, F-15, F-18, V-22, C-130,
H-60, CH-47, CH-53, AH-64, and UH-1.
AAR generates 16 percent of its revenues from expeditionary services, including providing fixed- and rotary-wing lift in
austere environments.
n
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Predator XP

GA-ASI moves closer to ‘certifiable’ MQ-9B
by Kerry Lynch
General Atomics-Aeronautical Systems confidence and we expect that confidence
Inc. (GA-ASI, Stand R81) is scheduled to
to continue to grow,” Ludwig said.
conduct a further demonstration with
He believes the UK will be the first to
the U.S. FAA next month in Los Angeles, offer certification for operations, and
California, as it continues to progress
that could come in the early 2020s.The
on plans to bring a “certifiable” version UK Royal Air Force (RAF) is the launch
of its medium-altitude, long-endurance customer, ordering 16 of a weaponized
remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), the “SkyGuardian” variant of the MQ-9B.
MQ-9B, to market early in the 2020s.
The demonstration will be the latest
Systems Development
for the newest member of the Predator To get to certification, GA-ASI not only
family in unsegregated and controlled is working with regulators on standards
airspace, following an Aug. 16, 2017 flight and regulations, but it also has designed
from Laguna Airfield at Yuma Proving
the MQ-9B to incorporate a series of
Grounds, Arizona, through national air- sense-and-avoid systems, including radar
space to GA-ASI’s Gray Butte flight oper- that is coupled with TCAS II, ADS-B, and
ations facility near Palmdale, California.
IFF (identification of friend or foe). That
GA-ASI CEO Linden Blue had called information is “fused together,” he said
the August flight “another milestone in
our progression towards delivering an
RPA system that meets NATO airworGray Eagle
thiness requirements for [unmanned
aircraft systems].” That flight, lasting 45
minutes and covering 275 miles, required
FAA approval through various classes of
non-restricted airspace, GA-ASI said.
GA-ASI, working with U.S., UK, and
international regulators to facilitate the
use of RPAs in unsegregated airspace, says
the MQ-9B is the first system of its kind
that is developed specifically with international type-certification standards in mind. and then can be transmitted to ATC and
The new MQ-9B model is designed other aircraft “just like a normal manned
from the ground up to be certifiable for aircraft.” If the link to a ground control
use in unsegregated and controlled air- station breaks, the aircraft will still be able
space. “Unless you have established an
to operate within civil traffic in a safe manengineering basis to develop the airwor- ner. “That’s been our design goal,” he said.
thiness approval, it will be difficult for
He expects other countries to draw upon
RPAs to integrate into the airspace. We the groundwork for such operations, noting,
believe we have cracked that nut,” said “Australia has looked at this quite closely.”
Warren Ludwig, director of international
Part of the development with the MQ-9B
strategic development for Australia, New includes a redesign of system architecture
Zealand, and Southeast Asia.
to separate flight systems from mission
GA-ASI is working with the Interna- systems. This will enable flexibility for
tional Civil Aviation Organization on plug-and-play technology and payloads,
drafts of appropriate standards for such without affecting the “flight side” or the
integration, along with U.S., UK, and certifiability, he said. GA-ASI also has “rugother regulators on the possibility. “This
gedized” the aircraft to withstand harsh
is groundbreaking work,” he said.
conditions with anti-ice, deice, and lightThe March trial will involve a three-hour ning protection, among other systems.
demonstration in Los Angeles airspace. This
Launched in 2012, the MQ-9B is
effort will show “that the FAA is building up designed to be capable of flying for 35
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hours with airspeeds up to 210 knots and
to reach altitudes of more than 40,000 feet.
The RPA in May 2017 flew for 48.2 hours,
while configured in an intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance “clean wing”
mode with 6,065 pounds of internal fuel,
landing with 280 pounds of reserve fuel.
GA-ASI is developing two primary
variants of the MQ-9B: the SkyGuardian,
for missions over land; and SeaGuardian, for missions over water. The company believes the SeaGuardian could be
well positioned in Southeast Asia, which
has vast areas of ocean. Ludwig said the
MQ-9B could take care of the “dull and
dirty” work of patrolling wide spaces, freeing manned maritime patrol aircraft for
specific search targets or armed missions.

While the UK RAF is the first customer
for the SkyGuardian, both variants have
received interest from a range of applications, such as humanitarian missions
and disaster relief. The U.S. government
has authorized the sale of 22 to India for
maritime patrol.
Ludwig said the company has a number
of other customers in the wings, but first
must work through government export
controls.

Additional Applications

GA-ASI continues to explore new applications for its Predator family, most recently
demonstrating anti-submarine warfare
(ASW) capabilities on a Predator B through
a U.S. Naval exercise on October 12, 2017.
Ultra Electronics supplied a sonobuoy
receiver and General Dynamics Mission
Systems Canada supplied data processing
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technology, enabling the Predator to
receive acoustic data from underwater
targets and transmit that data to the
RPA’s ground control station hundreds
of miles from the target area via satcom.
The ASW technology is well established
in manned maritime patrol aircraft, but
Ludwig noted that now, GA-ASI has demonstrated the capability to deploy that technology in the unmanned arena. This continues
an effort of making such technologies as
cost effective as possible by enabling them
to be used on RPAs, he added.
While still in the early stages, “we have
proved the concept is feasible,” he said.
GA-ASI would aim for having the technology ready once the MQ-9B enters service
in the early 2020s.
In addition to the newly certified Predator, GA-ASI has refreshed its Gray Eagle
line, transitioning production in October
to the long-range variant, the MQ-1C ER
Gray Eagle Extended Range. Delivery of
the Extended Range variant is on pace for
delivery in the middle of 2018 following
operational testing and evaluation in the
next few months.
The U.S. Army is the anchor customer
for the Gray Eagle, fielding 165 RPAs in 12
U.S. Army operational units and amassing
nearly 300,000 units on the fleet. With a
600-pound bump in payload, the ER variant has flown for 41.9 consecutive hours,
a bump from the 25-hour capability of the
in-service Gray Eagle. While the U.S. Army
is the primary customer, Ludwig said,
“We’re seeing a lot of interest in land forces
around the world, including in Asia.”
While in Singapore, GA-ASI also is
highlighting the smaller variant in the
Predator family, the XP, which already
has had success in the Middle East,
North African, and South American
markets. But GA-ASI also sees substantial maritime possibilities, equipped
with electro-optical Infrared cameras
and company’s Lynx Multi-mode Radar
that is capable of all-weather, day/night
wide-area search, and new Maritime
Wide Area Search mode.
To expand its reach in the Asia-Pacific
region, GA-ASI has been looking to forge
partnerships. The company already has
a number in place, including the recent
expansion of its participation in Team
Reaper Australia, the memorandum of
understanding for collaboration with
Huneed in Korea, as well as a collaborative agreement with a government/industry consortium in Japan.
Partnership negotiations “is a process
we are going through in all of our target
markets,” Ludwig said.
GA-ASI also has been developing new
technologies for the associated ground
control stations. At Singapore, the company is bringing its new laptop-based
Expeditionary Command and Control, or
XC2, system. Ludwig said the XC2 “takes
a large amount of functionality from our
ground control functions and puts it on
a laptop.” The system, he added, will
include a range of automation features to
reduce operator workload.
n
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Last March, King Abdulaziz City for
Science and Technology signed a partnership with CASC to establish a manufacturing plant in Saudi Arabia for the
Cai Hong series of UCAVs. At about the
same time, the Saudis became the first
acknowledged customer for the Wing
Loong II. Media in Saudi Arabia reported
that the Kingdom will acquire 300 Wing
Loong IIs worth approximately $10 billion. Those are large numbers and difficult to interpret. But what is clear is that
a Chinese UAS costs much less to acquire
than a Western counterpart such as the
Reaper or Watchkeeper, or even an Israeli
UAS such as the Heron or H-450.

CHRIS POCOCK

The Wing Loong
II made its first
flight one year
ago, and its
international
debut at the Paris
Air Show four
months later.

Operational Reviews Are Sparse

China gets serious about exporting UCAVs
by Chris Pocock
Shadow). Inside the exhibition hall, a
simulated ground station and unusually
informative Powerpoint display proved
that the Chinese are serious about
exporting not just airframes but also
fully capable and versatile unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), with comprehensive
and versatile communications, mission
planning, targeting, exploitation, and
dissemination capabilities.
Already, about a dozen countries have
bought armed Chinese UAVs. Many of
them have been denied Western alternatives because the U.S. and European countries adhere to the provisions of the Missile
Control Technology Regime (MCTR). This
voluntary code was designed curb the proliferation of missiles that could deliver
nuclear weapons. China signed up to the
MCTR, but not to its subsequent extension in 1992 to cover long-range UAVs.
The Wing Loong I and II and the Cloud
Shadow are products of Chengdu Aircraft Industry Group (CAIG). But the first
Chinese UAVs to be exported came from

another producer: China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC).
It has built the Cai Hong (Rainbow) series
of UAVs, including the small, canard-configuration, piston-powered CH-3, followed
by the turboprop-powered CH-4, which is
similar in size and configuration to the
Wing Loong II. The larger CH-5 first flew
in August 2015 and made its public debut
at China’s own Zhuhai airshow in November 2016. It shares the same control system
and datalink as the CH-3 and CH-4.
But although all of these Cai Hong
designs are being marketed for export,
none of them has yet been put on public
display outside China.
Non-aligned third-world countries
such as Egypt, Myanmar, and Nigeria have
introduced the CH-3 and/or CH-4. But
supposedly Western-leaning countries in
the Middle East—Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and
the UAE—are all now operating CH-4s.
And in all these countries, the Cai Hong
UAVs have been used in combat against
domestic or foreign adversaries.

continues on page 44
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How times have changed—and how
quickly! At the Singapore Airshow two
years ago, the Chinese aerospace export
promotion group CATIC (Static S09,
Stand CS42) showed a small-scale model
of an armed, turboprop-powered UAV. It
looked similar to the American GA-ASI
MQ-9 Reaper. But when AIN reported
on it in real time, the model was quietly
removed from display.
Since then, however, the Wing Loong
II (Pterodactyl II) has made a well-publicized first flight (in February last year),
followed by its international debut at the
Paris Air Show in June, surrounded by an
array of weaponry. Five months later, at
the Dubai Airshow, the Chinese marketing for export of this and other armed
UAVs went into overdrive.
In the static park at Dubai, both the
Wing Loong II and its predecessor, the
piston-powered Wing Loong I, were on
display. Next to them was a full-scale
model of yet another armed Chinese
UAV: the jet-powered Yun Ying (Cloud

What is not yet in the public domain is
operational feedback from those countries that have bought the Chinese drones.
This could be because of Chinese-imposed
secrecy caps, but it could also be because
those countries are unwilling to admit that
they have failed to climb the steep learning
curve involved in introducing unmanned
aircraft, and/or unwilling to admit that they
have bought poorly performing systems.
Whatever the truth, the promotional
data released by the Chinese on their latest UAS is certainly impressive. The Wing
Loong II can fly for 20 hours at a speed of
nearly 400 km/h (215 knots) and a height
of up to 9,000 meters (30,000 feet). It
carries a small synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) that includes ground moving target
indicator (GMTI); an EO/IR/laser targeting
turret; and up to 480 kg (1,050 pounds)
of precision-guided weapons on six wing
hardpoints that accept dual launchers. It
takes off and lands automatically; employs
both satellite and inertial navigation; and
has a triple-redundant central processing
unit (CPU). The maximum takeoff weight
(mtow) is 4,200 kg (9,250 pounds).
The ground stations are offered in fixed,
vehicle-mounted, and portable configurations. They employ a service-oriented open

The CH-5 was unveiled at the Zhuhai Airshow in November 2016.

CHRIS POCOCK

The jet-powered Cloud Shadow has been flying since May 2016, but
was only shown as a full-scale model when making its international
debut at Dubai last November.

This graphic shows the weapons stations and weapons options
available on the Wing Loong II.

Cloud Shadow versions
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The big feature of the Aviation Industry
Corporation of China (AVIC) stand at the
Dubai Airshow was a UAV ground station.
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backups. They employ frequency-hopping
and spread-spectrum techniques for security and can handle software-defined radios.
The same ground and datalink architecture supports the Cloud Shadow UAV.
Contrary to some previous Western
assumptions, this jet made its first flight as
long ago as May 16, 2016. It can fly for six
hours at a speed of around 600 km/h (325
knots) and a height of about 13,000 meters
(42,500 feet). It has a dual-redundant FCS, a
triple-redundant CPU, and dual-redundant
Fadec controlling the WP11C turbojet. The
mtow is 3,200 kg (7,040 pounds).
The Cloud Shadow is being marketed
in three versions: the CS-1 for longrange and wide-area imagery reconnaissance using a SAR and a long-range
oblique photography camera; the CS-2
for long-range high-altitude “covert”
reconnaissance equipped with COMINT and ELINT sensors covering 0.1 to 2
GHz and 0.8 to 18 GHz respectively; and
the CS-3 for precision air-surface strike,
from a range of 60 km when employing GPS-guided weapons against previously known target locations, or from
20 km when engaging moving targets
with bombs or missiles that are guided
from its EO/IR/laser turret. The CS-3
has a total of four underwing weapons
stations and is being offered with eight
different precision weapons. 
n
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China UCAVs
architecture and use cloud-computing to
support flexible networking that includes
the ability to control up to three UAVs;
handover control of the UAVs remotely;
switching between autonomous and manual control; do real-time mission planning;
auto-target recognition by the SAR/GMTI;
and auto-prompting of weapons-launch
guidance windows for the turret. The Chinese have even stressed how seriously they
have taken the comfort of the operators,
with the “reliable ergonomic design” of
the workstations and seats.
The datalinks include Ka-, Ku-, and
S-band satcom options, plus C-band and
UHF for line-of-sight connections and

The Nigerian air force was an early customer
for armed Chinese UAVs, and has used the
CH-3A against Boko Haram guerillas in the
northeast of the country.

M600

Get the message? There are few, if any, restrictions surrounding the supply of Chinese UAVs to

Mini UAVs are also on offer
Those customers who might be wary
of committing to the larger Chinese
UAS could start instead with two new
multi-rotor VTOL UAVs that are also
being promoted. The smaller A-Hawk I
has foldable rotors, flies for up to one
hour, and carries a 65-kg (143-pound)
payload to a 3,000-meter (10,000-foot)
maximum altitude. It is suitable for
police and public safety duties and terrorist surveillance. The larger A-Hawk
II has belt-driven ducted propellers,
flies for up to four hours, and can carry
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a 120-kg (265-pound) payload to a
5,000-meter (16,500-foot) maximum
altitude. It can be used for battlefield
cargo transport, fire-fighting, powerline patrol, and aerial photography. C .P.
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Thales Avant system gets boost from HNA
by Sean Broderick
Thales (Stand F23), expanding
its in-flight entertainment (IFE)
installation footprint in the growing Asia-Pacific fleet as well as
within HNA Group, is equipping
59 HNA-affiliated aircraft with its
Avant IFE/connectivity system.
The deal covers 42 Airbus A330s
and 17 A350s that will fly for HNA
Group airlines. The first Avantequipped A330 entered service in
late 2017, while the first A350 is set
to fly in the third quarter of this year.
The agreement includes providing
Thales FlytCare, the nose-to-tail
IFE maintenance package, for each
covered aircraft.
Thales’s win strengthens its ties
with HNA Group. Thales already
supplies systems for a variety of
HNA Airbus and Boeing aircraft,
including more than 50 A330s on the
strength of a contract announced in
2016. HNA Group’s carriers include
Hainan Airlines, Capital Airlines,
Tianjin Airlines, Lucky Air, and
West Air.
The expanded HNA agreement
also bolsters Thales’s IFE-related
presence in the region, where it
serves many carriers. Among them:
Singapore Airlines, Japan Airlines,
and China Southern, which was
the first to fly the latest-generation
Avant system, putting it into service
on a 777-300ER in 2014.
Thales is responding to the strong
Asia-Pacific demand by expanding
its presence. “Thales is investing
resources in the region to further
enhance the integration of software
and media capabilities that will
enrich passenger experience and
satisfy local market demands,” the
supplier said.
HNA Group’s aircraft will be
equipped with Avant’s full high-definition monitors featuring the Avii
Touch Passenger Media Unit.
Avii provides intuitive navigation,
full Android smartphone look and
feel, and acts as a second entertainment screen, Thales said. Integration of Ka-band connectivity to
the Avant system will provide a fully
connected passenger experience.
As Thales adds aircraft to its
installed base, it is increasing its
focus on product support across all
product lines.
“Customer satisfaction is our top
priority,” said Eric Huber, Thales
vice president, worldwide avionics
sales. “We monitor it in many ways,
notably by closely following the
results of the Airbus Supplier Support ranking, ATR operators ranking,
and by conducting our own annual
customer survey.”

The latest edition of the survey garnered
more than 330 responses. Among the notable results: 60 percent of respondents said
Thales’s avionics products outperform
the competition’s.

database of repair actions, our worldwide
footprint, and state-of-the-art digital tools,
we are able to provide greater insight into
complexity and enable operators to connect
their activities, better diagnose their mainNear-term priorities will focus on com- tenance, and shorten the turnaround time
bining data-driven insights from customers
for maximized fleet availability,” Huber said.
with Thales’s repair capabilities to increase “These are among our projects for 2018, while
service levels.
obviously continuing to find the best ways to
“By combining avionics expertise, our vast satisfy operators around the world.”
n
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‘Kangaroo Route’ dynamics
bring new market entrants

The Original Kangaroo Route, 1947

by Peter Shaw-Smith
serving the Kangaroo Route via Singapore. The airlines continue to work
together as part of the Oneworld alliance and through bilateral codeshares,”
she said.
BA’s new codeshare agreement with
China Southern Airlines offers additional
options. “With the new agreement, our
customers can connect on to Shenyang and
Harbin through Shanghai, to Dalian through
Beijing, and to Changchun through either
Shanghai or Beijing.
We offer 10 weekly flights to Shanghai and a daily service to Beijing from
London Heathrow.”

Although Singapore and Dubai remain central to the so-called Kangaroo Route—the
services flown between Australia and the
UK, via Asia—the emergence of China’s airlines as players between Europe and Asia, as
well as the U.S., will continue to affect the
dynamics of international air travel. Some
20 airlines are believed to participate on the
sector, including Emirates, Etihad, Cathay
Pacific, Malaysian, Thai Airways, and a number of Chinese players.
The alliance between Qantas and
Emirates remains the salient feature of
the route’s dynamics. “Our alliance with
Emirates gives customers access to more
than 40 other destinations in Europe
and the surrounding region, and we have
applied for our alliance to be once again
renewed,” a Qantas spokesman said.
In August, Emirates said it operated
77 weekly flights to Brisbane, Melbourne,
Perth, Adelaide, and Sydney. “These
currently include a triple-daily service
between Sydney and Melbourne to Dubai,
a twice-daily service from Brisbane and
Perth and a daily service from Adelaide,
including seven daily A380 flights,” it said.
Emirates also operates 21 flights per week
to New Zealand, all on the A380.
“One service daily from Sydney operates via Bangkok. One service daily from
Brisbane operates via Singapore. One Melbourne service daily operates via Singapore.”
“With changes in aircraft technology, we’ve
seen the number of stops en route reduce,
and with the start of our nonstop service
from Perth to London [in March], we’re able
to connect Europe and Australia in just one
hop,” the Qantas spokesman said.
“We have also issued a challenge to
Airbus and Boeing for them to have an
aircraft capable of flying nonstop from
the east coast of Australia to London or
New York by 2022.”
Qantas operates two daily services to
London, one from Sydney and one from
Melbourne. Currently both flights operate
through Dubai. From March, the Melbourne
service will operate via Perth using the Boeing 787 Dreamliner and the Sydney service
will once again operate via Singapore.
British Airways has been flying to Australia for more than 80 years.
“We are now the only European airline
still serving the Australian market. We
operate a daily service between Sydney
and London via Singapore,” Nicole Backo,
British Airways regional general manager,
South West Pacific, told AIN.
In February 2013, British Airways and
Cathay Pacific expanded their existing
codeshare agreement to include Cathay
Pacific’s routes between Australia and
Hong Kong. “Since the end of the joint
service agreement with Qantas in 2013,
British Airways has remained loyal to
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Singapore Airlines on ‘Kangaroo Route’

Singapore Airlines continues to make its
presence felt in the market. “We have

continues on page 48
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The equipment has changed since 1947, along with the
schedules, but the importance of the ‘Kangaroo Route’
between Asia, the Pacific, and Europe has grown with time.

Singapore Airlines update: Expanding market share makes for busy times
The efforts of Singapore Airlines [SIA
Group] to regain market share in the face
of the Middle East carriers’ onslaught on
its traditional markets in the past decade
have of late borne fruit.
The SIA Group reported a net profit of
S$425 million (US$319 million) in the first
half of the 2017-18 financial year, S$103
million/US$77.48 million (+32.0 percent)
higher than last year, while operating
profit for the Parent Airline Company rose
S$135 million/US$101.56 million (+48.9
percent) year-on-year.
On December 14, there were 109 aircraft in the SIA fleet, and together with
wholly owned subsidiaries SilkAir, Scoot,
and SIA Cargo, the Group fleet comprised
188 aircraft, with 200 on firm order.
“Looking forward, headwinds remain, as
competitors mount significant capacity in
key markets, and continue to put pressure
on our yields,” Nicholas Ionides, SIA divisional v-p, public affairs, told AIN “Nonetheless, the Group will continue to exercise
nimbleness and flexibility in deploying the
various vehicles in its portfolio to cater to
opportunities in the appropriate markets.”
The SIA Group continues to take delivery
of modern and fuel-efficient aircraft, and will
be further expanding its network across the
low-cost and full-service market segments.
“The significant investment in new-technology aircraft, as well as the recent launch of
new cabin products, underscores the commitment and confidence in the future of premium full-service air travel,” he said.
In addition, the Group’s three-year
transformation program is progressing
on track, with the first wave of initiatives,
each with detailed action plans, under way.
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The Group is identifying new opportunities
for revenue generation, restructuring of its
cost base and enhancing organizational
effectiveness under the program, which
will continue this year
SIA has had two busy years. One development has been integration of Scoot and
Tiger, completed in mid-2017. “This was
done as part of our long-term growth
strategy and to enable a more seamless
travel experience…With the merger under
the Scoot brand comes the expansion of
Scoot’s network, with Scoot announcing
various new destinations such as Honolulu
and Berlin,” Ionides said.
The Group’s portfolio strategy also
allows it to select the best vehicle for a
particular route, demonstrated by the
transfer of Palembang and Kuching from
SilkAir to Scoot, and Yangon from Scoot to
SilkAir. It also enables the Group to grow
points in key markets such as China.
“The Group now operates to…26 points
in China. In addition, Singapore Airlines
and SilkAir recently announced code-sharing on some Scoot flights, so that customers can enjoy even more choice and
convenience when traveling to more than
130 destinations across the SIA Group network,” the SIA v-p said.
SIA’s joint venture cooperation with
Lufthansa, covering flights between Singapore, Australia and Germany, Switzerland,
Austria and Belgium, was also launched in
recent months.
“Since November 2015, when both airline
groups signed the joint venture agreement,
we have expanded capacity between Singapore and both Germany and Switzerland, enabling more flight frequency and

enhanced travel options for customers of
both airline groups,” Ionides said.
In 2016, the new Airbus Asia Training
Centre (AATC), a joint venture owned 55 percent by Airbus and 45 percent by SIA, was
officially opened in Singapore. The facility is
the fourth Airbus flight crew training center
worldwide, after Toulouse, Miami and Beijing,
and is Airbus’s largest flight crew training
facility, with the capacity to offer courses for
more than 10,000 trainees a year.
“We recently also announced plans to
establish a joint-venture pilot training facility
with CAE for Boeing aircraft types,” he said.
A major fleet development to take
place over the past two years has been
the delivery of its first A350-900s, the
newest addition to the SIA fleet. “We are
the largest A350-900 customer, and since
March 2016 have received 19 A350s, with
48 more on firm order, including seven of
the ultra-long-range A350-900ULR variant,” he said.
SIA will be the launch customer for the
A350-900ULR, for which deliveries will begin
in the second half of 2018. “We also recently
received the first of five new A380s on firm
order, featuring all-new cabin products. The
new cabin products will also be retrofitted to
14 existing A380s,” Ionides said.
“In the first half of 2018, we are expecting to receive our first of 49 Boeing 78710s, for which we are the launch customer.
We have also placed orders for Boeing
777-9s, which are expected to be delivered
from the 2021/22 financial year.”
These orders, in addition to the many aircraft
on firm order by subsidiaries SilkAir and Scoot,
will be used for additionalgrowth and fleet
modernization through the next decade. P.S-S

Honeywell’s upgrades help
grow Asia-Pac business
by Chris Pocock
data-rate (HDR) software package, it
reduces the impact of rotating rotor
blades on satellite signals and brings
reliable broadband communications to
the rotary-wing environment.
Honeywell (Stand Q23, Chalet, CS32)
recently gained an STC for Aspire on the
Sikorsky UH-60 series, adding to previous certifications on Bell 429, AW139 and
AS350 airframes.
In the navigation field, Honeywell has
recently gained new business in Korea for
its Embedded GPS/INS (EGI). Korea Aircraft Industries (KAI) has chosen the lightweight system for the indigenous KF-X
stealth fighter, and for the Light Armed
Helicopter (LAH) that it is co-developing
with Airbus. Honeywell’s EGI is already fitted on KAI’s T-50 jet trainers, such as the
ones flying here in the Black Eagles team.
Van Luven revealed that Honeywell
has gained a significant place on another
indigenous Asian military aircraft development—Taiwan’s XT-5 Advanced Jet
Trainer. The company will supply the
APU, ECS (environmental control system), EGI and air starter.
Honeywell’s F124/F125 jet engine
family also has a significant Taiwanese
connection, having been originally developed to power the Indigenous Defense
Fighter (IDF).

The trend for defense forces to buy commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment
can only benefit a company like Honeywell Aerospace, according to Tim Van
Luven, vice president for defense aftermarket sales in the Asia-Pacific region.
Although defense is only a small portion
of the company’s turnover, Honeywell’s
status as a leading provider to the commercial aviation world positions it well
within a region where defense spending
is growing fast.
In the communications field, Van
Luven is pushing Honeywell’s JetWave
broadband satcom system because, as
he says, militaries now need ever-increasing bandwidth to relay data in a
connected world.
Honeywell recently fitted the system to the C-130J Hercules fleet of the
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF), and
although most defense customers certify their new equipment buys under
military regulation, the fact that Honeywell has gained civil Supplementary
Type Certifications (STCs) for such
add-on is a plus-point.

Aspire Satcom STC

Meanwhile, the company’s Aspire 200
satcom system for helicopters is gaining traction. Combined with a high

continued from page 46

‘Kangaroo Route’
is a dynamic market
progressively expanded our capacity into
and out of the Southwest Pacific in recent
years, including through the addition of
flights to Canberra that continue on to
Wellington,” Nicholas Ionides, SIA divisional v-p, public affairs, told AIN.
“In addition to our extensive partnership with Virgin Australia, our strategic alliance with Air New Zealand has
been progressing well, and was recently
enhanced [by] jointly adding a third daily
service between Singapore and Auckland
from next year, while also revising schedules of current flights to shorten connection times and improve connectivity
through the Singapore hub.”
Geoffrey Thomas, of Australia’s airlineratings.com, told AIN that Singapore Airlines had recently regained market share
on the Kangaroo Route.
“I think SIA has fought back to increase
its share. It used to be a very dominant
carrier on that route. I think SIA have
changed their product mix.
“They are more active in the market
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Honeywell products seeing increased demand throughout the Asia-Pacific region include the
F124 jet engine, above, an embedded GPS/INS, lower left, and its JetWave satcom, lower right.

The F124 will also power the XT-5, the
design of which is derived from the IDF.
But the most significant application of
this engine is probably the Leonardo
M346 trainer, with its many developments and sales prospects.
Van Luven sees good upgrade prospects
for other engines made by Honeywell,
including the LTS101 and T55 turboshafts
that power many military helicopters.
As for avionics, Honeywell is the prime
contractor for a cockpit upgrade to the
Royal New Zealand Air Force’s C-130H
Hercules fleet. Many other companies

with pricing. They have fought back
against the Middle East carriers.”
Thomas believes the most interesting
new dynamic is the Chinese carriers: China
Eastern, China Southern, and Air China
carrying passengers from Australia to the
UK via Guangzhou, Shanghai, or Beijing.
“They are so competitive on price. From
Perth to Los Angeles, China Southern

are chasing such upgrades, and Honeywell will often supply individual back
boxes to potential competing primes. As
Van Luven notes, “we have long-standing relationships with many OEMs in the
region. Sometimes they are partners, and
sometimes they are competitors. Aerospace is an incestuous business!”
n
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their prices,” he said.
“You’ve got the low-cost long-haul guys,
“That is just an example of what the Scoots [a subsidiary of SIA], now
going into Athens and Berlin, and other
destinations as well, [and] you’ve got the
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lowcost carrier.’
“It’s one thing for them to travel
on those carriers. They may not. But
the pricing in the marketplace gets in
people’s headspace. That’s where the
benchmark is. That’s where my price
should be.
“The issue for these other airlines is:
‘I’m looking in the newspaper or online.
What are the best deals? China Southern
S$800 London, S$900 Paris. That is where
Two of the major players currently providing service along the ‘Kangaroo Route’—Emirates and
I think the price should be.’ It’s people’s
perception of where the airfares are.” n
Qantas—are competing against British Airways and others for the route’s lucrative market share.
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Used for the
first time in
the RSAF’s
“Forging
Sabre”
exercise,
a 2,000-lb
GBU-31 JDAM
is being
loaded onto
an F-15SG.

RSAF’s ‘Forging Sabre’ airborne exercise
links ground-based and aerial sensors
by Chen Chuanren

chain, which in turn increases the operational tempo of the aircraft, and their
survivability, due to minimized time in
the combat area. The RSAF successfully
validated the Heron 1’s ability to cooperative-lase targets with the F-15SG in 2015,
enabling the fighters to engage more targets in a single strike wave.
The Army has also fielded a new Target Acquisition and Designation System (TADS) for the artillery observers
(STORM). The TADS has a high-definition day-and-night thermal imager and an
increased range of 10 km to designate targets at a greater standoff range and accuracy. The STORM team had successfully
laser-guided a GBU-12 to a static target
and provided forward air control service
to the RSAF fighters.

For two weeks between November 28 “enemy” vehicles. In all, the strike area or service can manage,” said air director
and December 13, 2017, the Republic of has increased from about 400 square km Colonel Liew Boon Ping. He also leads
Singapore Air Force (RSAF) brought all to 1,100 square km. Despite the doubling RSAF’s Integrated Systems Developits American detachments, along with of real estate, key to the RSAF is not to ment Group, responsible for bringing
unmanned and army units, to bear at increase its footprint and assets in the
together command and information sysRSAF’s most complex military exercise. same fold, but rather to act on valuable
tems, and integrating it across the RSAF.
As part of an event codenamed Exercise intelligence and make sound decisions.
Forging Sabre, multiple units descended
Forging Sabre has validated the ability
To Sense
upon the desert of Phoenix, Arizona, for for the RSAF to integrate multiple infor- A key enabler in Forging Sabre is the IAI
the biennial exercise. They included 10 mation, command, and weapon systems Heron 1. Three aircraft were deployed to
Boeing F-15SGs of Peace Carvin V (Moun- into a single functional entity. This year, Gila Bend airfield this year. The squadron
tain Home AFB), 10 Lockheed Martin the Army’s M142 High Mobility Artil- came with enhanced experience and capaF-16C/D Fighting Falcons from Peace lery Rocket System (HIMARS) provided bilities as they flew concurrent missions
To Strike
Carvin II (Luke AFB), six Boeing AH-64D additional strike options for the bat- to scan the “battlefield” for hostile targets As part of the Forging Sabre scenario, Blue
Apache Longbows from Peace Vanguard tlespace commanders, and smoothed and piped real-time imagery to the com- Air fighters are to fight their way into Red
(Silver Bell Army Heliport), three Boeing integration processes.
mand post at Luke AFB.
Land with aerial battles against Red Air
CH-47D Chinooks from Peace Prairie
“With multiple moving targets and
The intelligence from the Heron 1 has fighters, which could also employ complex
(Texas National Guard), and three IAI zones, it is not something a single shooter shortened the time of the sense-to-kill
continues on page 52
Heron 1 UAVs from Singapore.
Unlike most operational and tactical
exercises that focus on fighting tactics,
this Air Combat Command (ACC)-led
drill is a proof-of-concept exercise, validating new integration doctrines and
stepping up current ones. The key focus
of Forging Sabre is to capitalize on the
function of the integrated command post
using intelligence from ground and air
sensors and applying them to coordinated
strike missions.
At 20 times the size of Singapore, the
Barry M. Goldwater Range, south of
Luke Air Force Base, provides over-land
live munitions firing, which is extremely
hard to come by for the RSAF to conduct
realistic munitions training. This year, to
increase the physical complexity and area
of operations, planners opened a second
zone, all with simulated airstrips, buildings, and hiding structures for moving Key to the exercise is the IAI Heron 1 UAV, ISR capabilities, and laser designation for precision munitions.
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continued from page 50

Forging Sabre
tactics and electronic warfare. Providing
the bulk of offensive strike capabilities is
the Boeing F-15SG from the 428th FS Peace
Carvin V detachment, which could employ
the whole range of Paveway II and Joint
Direct Attack Munitions (JDAM) munitions.
New to the exercise were the GBU-31
2,000-pound JDAM, which was only certified in May 2017. Singapore’s Ministry
of Defence says such large-caliber bombs
enable the RSAF to conduct strikes more
effectively, destroying larger fortified
targets with a single GBU-31. In all, eight
GBU-31s were expended in Forging Sabre,
including four in a simultaneous night
strike mission.
The GBU-54 Laser-JDAMs are preferred
over the GBU-10 against moving targets,
as they provide greater flexibility, firing envelope, and maneuverability for a
high-accuracy strike.
“In this exercise, the F-15SGs are also
tasked to do air defense as well the protection of airborne assets. We can also
swing role to limited air-to-air roles after
we have dropped our munitions,” said
F-15SG pilot Lt. David Ong.
The Eagles were paired with the 425th
FS (Peace Carvin II)’s F-16C/D Blk 52s,
which also contributed to both air-to-air
and air-to-ground sorties. Some F-16s
were seen with Northrop Grumman AN/
ALQ-131 Electronic Countermeasure
Pods, which are likely used for Suppression/Destruction of Enemy Air Defence
(S/DEAD) missions as the strike package
takes out “hostile air defense systems.”
Six Apache Longbows from the Peace
Vanguard detachment made a short hop
from their base in Marana, Arizona. This
year, the Apaches swapped their AGM114K laser-guided Hellfire for the AGM114L radar-guided Hellfire, with the
former used with satisfying results with
the Heron 1 in 2015. This year, the RSAF
validated the technique for the Heron 1
to provide laser designation, before being
acquired by Apache’s Target Acquisition
and Designation Sights. The Apache
launched the Hellfire after a lock from
the Longbow radar. Notable were two
new upgraded AH-64Ds, fitted with a pair
of satcom fairings on the wing studs and
enhanced self-protection suites known
as Helicopter Integrated Electronic Warfare System (HIEWS) by the Ministry
of Defence. Although it is not known to
what extent the new systems were tested,
they would contribute to significant data
transfer within the battlefield and tactical
coordination between the command post
and fighting platforms.
Despite more assets and munitions
flying, terminal air control and assets
deconfliction has matured significantly,
as have enhanced command and control
capabilities.
“We had been very sequential, where
fire missions were linear, deconflicted by
time and space,” said Liew. “We now have
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The integrated command post situated in Luke AFB. Aircraft from Singapore’s “Forging Sabre” exercise fed sensor data to the center.
also plotted possible traverse area of the
HIMARS rockets to the C2 system and
allow the RSAF to carry out near concurrent engagements with land forces, and
have live assets, movements monitored.“

The F-15SG and Future Forging Sabre

The RSAF (Stand E35) will soon mark the
10th year of F-15SG operations, with the
first rolled out in October 2008, although
training began at Seymour Johnson AFB
long before the delivery. The RSAF has
taken delivery of all 40 of its F-15SGs,
acquired through both Foreign Military
Sales and direct commercial sales with Boeing. The last eight aircraft were registered

under FAA registration as N361SG 05-8361,
N363SG 05-8363, N366SG 05-8366, N368SG
05-8368, N373SG 05-8373, N376SG 05-8376,
N378SG 05-8378, N837SG 05-8371. A number of these new fighters were seen at
Exercise Forging Sabre this year.
Although reaching full operational
capability on Sept. 18, 2013, the F-15SG
continues to clock milestones through its
career, as seen last year where it was certified for the GBU-31 JDAM. A key munition
to look out for is the AGM-154A/C Joint
Stand Off Weapon (JSOW). It was sold as
part of the F-15SG package, but the RSAF
has yet to publicly recognize its capability
on the F-15SG. If used in a Forging Sabre

Top, A Peace Carvin V F-15SG seen here with GBU-38, this aircraft was one of the eight
FAA-registered aircraft. Above, With an AN/ALQ-131 jamming pod, an F-16C Block 52 from Peace
Carvin 2 departs for a night sortie. Linking the two types gives the Republic of Singapore Air
Force (RSAF) an unprecedented combination of airborne- and surface-tracking capability.
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exercise, it could destroy targets without
entering “hostile” airspace.
The RSAF established the second F-15SG
squadron, 142 Sqn, in early 2016, with the
additional role of operation conversion
unit to raise and sustain new F-15 pilots.
With the potential closure of Paya Lebar
Air base around 2030, the RSAF is exploring new training options for the Eagles. In
April 2017 it began short training detachments at Guam’s Andersen AFB, alongside USAF’s 44th FS F-15Cs. The service
is also studying the feasibility of sending a
detachment to Ohakea, New Zealand.
With the delivery of the new Saudi
F-15SA, the cutting edge capability of
the F-15SG is being overshadowed. It
will be no surprise for local defense
agencies like the Defence Science &
Technology Agency (DSTA) and Singapore Technologies to update the warplane’s capabilities.
The full potential of the F-15SG could
not be achieved until the delivery of the
upgraded F-16C/D/D+, which began in early
2016. The upgrade will give RSAF F-16s the
Northrop Grumman AN/APG-83 Scalable
Agile Beam Radar, Link 16 Multifunctional
Information Distribution System and the
certification for AIM-9X, JDAM and GBU39/B small-diameter bombs.
The famous F-15 and F-16 pairing will
give the RSAF unprecedented aerial- and
surface-tracking capabilities, tighter
tactical coordination and exponentially
increase strike possibilities between the
two aircraft types.
Forging Sabre 2019 and 2021 could see
the debut of the new upgraded F-16C/D,
a fully upgraded fleet of AH-64D Apache
Longbows and the possible early arrival
of the CH-47F Chinook, all of which
would be equipped with tactical datalinks and communications systems.
These Forging Sabre events will truly
see the RSAF integrating all platforms
not only through processes, but also as
a network of systems.
n

CFM tackles lag in meeting
demand for Leap engines
Production glitches and durability defi- Allen Paxson reported that the Leap-1A
ciencies have resulted in CFM Interna- and Leap 1-B together have registered a
tional (Stand G23) having to address a 96-percent utilization rate despite the
delivery delay for its Leap turbofan family need to retrofit starter air valves and pull
of four to five weeks, a time frame CFM and inspect some 70 turbine disks in Airexecutive vice president and general man- bus A320neos’ Leap-1As. Paxson said that
ager François Bastin characterized as cer- CFM has completed the valve retrofits and
tainly surmountable by the end of the year more than half of the turbine disk inspecas the company triples its weekly Leap
tions, which he said the company would
output from 2017’s rate. Speaking during finish in about three months. Finally, Paxa January 25 briefing to lay groundwork son reported no fleet disruptions caused
for CFM’s activities at the Singapore Air- by an exhaust-gas temperature (EGT)
show, Bastin noted that the company’s margin degradation associated with peelproduction rate has reached more than ing of ceramic matrix composite coatings
20 per week and that it plans to build on the shrouds of Leap-1As and the Boebetween 1,100 and 1,200 Leaps by the end ing 737 Max jets’ Leap-1Bs.
of the year. It delivered 459 last year.
“We’re still showing 96 percent or bet“It’s not a walk in the park, of course; it ter utilization rates with this new prodwas never meant to be,” he said. “So we
uct, which is outstanding,” he stressed.
have some disruptions and we are work- “There’s a lot of work going on behind the
ing to address them. We are a handful of scenes to make sure that happens.
weeks behind demand, which is always
“We have capability for increased EGT
too much. Anything but zero is too much. margin in both the Leap-1A and -B engines,
At the same time it is that much and only so we’re in process of taking advantage of
that much. If you look at the grand scheme
that and releasing more capability in the
of things…it’s a tremendous ramp-up that engines to mitigate any EGT loss,” added
had been set years ago. So we are keeping Paxson. “At the same time obviously
pace I would say.”
we’re improving the shrouds themselves,
CFM executive vice president and GE
to provide coatings that have less EGT
Aviation’s CFM program general manager deterioration impact going forward.”

MARK WAGNER

by Gregory Polek

The Leap 1B jet-engine is on display at CFM’s exhibit during the Singapore Airshow 2018.
Paxson praised the company’s support team for its response to all the
operators’ early problems, including
those in North America that encountered frozen sensor lines resulting from
lengthy cold soakings. “Again, our team
got after that and within days had that
managed, not only for those customers in North America but for the entire
world, and put that issue, in terms of a
disruption, behind us,” he said.
CFM’s support organization now
employs more than 250 field service
engineers and operates 10 overhaul

shops, eight component repair shops, 15
on-site support locations, five customer
training facilities, and four material distribution centers.
The company has enjoyed a particularly high level of penetration in Asia,
where Boeing, for one, projects that narrobodies will continue to predominate,
accounting for 70 percent of all deliveries over the next two decades. CFM now
counts 7,260 CFM-56 and Leap engines
in service in the region, including China,
Southeast Asia and Oceana, while holding orders for another 4,390.
n

continued from page 4

Spotlight on Airbus’s
new A350-1000

DAVID McINTOSH

its Qsuite features seats that face each
other and lie-flat double beds.
Nevertheless, the fact that the A3501000 shares some 95-percent common
part numbers with its smaller sibling,
the A350-900, contributed to the smooth
certification effort and relatively short
flight test program, said Obe. Meanwhile, the -1000 also demonstrated better airfield performance than expected,
exceeding takeoff weight predictions by
5.3 metric tons out of Riyadh, 7.2 metric
tons our of Newark and 3.8 metric tons
out of Johannesburg.
Carrying 366 passengers in a typical
three-class configuration, or 40 more than
the A350-900 holds, the -1000 features
an extended wing trailing edge for lower
approach speeds, new six-wheel main landing gear to accommodate its higher weight
and, of course, more powerful Rolls-Royce
Trent XWB-97 engines. It can fly to a range
of 7,950 nautical miles, allowing it to support routes for emerging markets such as
Shanghai-Boston or Paris-Santiago (Chile),
as well as more traditional flight segments as Manchester (UK)-Los Angeles or
Dubai-Melbourne.
n

Republic of Singapore Air Force’s frontline fighters practice for fly-bys
An RSAF F-15SG variant of the Boeing F-15E Strike Eagle leads two Lockheed Martin F-16C Fighting Falcons down the flight line during a
practice session in advance of the 2018 Singapore Airshow. Singapore has taken delivery of 40 F-15SG airframes plus 60 copies of the
F-16C and F-16D (two-seat version). The island nation also may acquire a variant of the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II in the future.
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Bell MRO, training center
getting busier at Seletar
by Mark Huber
Bell Helicopter’s Singapore maintenance location of maintenance training aids,
and training center celebrated its fifth
airframes and components for students.
anniversary last year and is looking to “Now students have a more comfortable,
expand its product offerings and capa- dedicated, and convenient area to study
bilities. The center is co-located with a
in, and the students were happy to have
Textron Aviation facility in the Seletar everything all in one space. They don’t
Aerospace Park. The combined 14,864- need to navigate through the building like
sq-m (160,000-sq-ft) facility consists of they did before,” Schaefer said. Bell also
separate hangars for Bell and Textron is customizing its training courses in SinAviation, with a paint booth, warehouse, gapore based on customer needs. “In the
overhaul and maintenance shops, offices, [United] States a full-blown 412 mainteand a 7,154-sq-m (77,000-sq-ft) ramp. nance course might be three weeks, but
Available services include training, air- here we put customized solutions together
craft customization and completions, for the customers” that can lead to longer
major refurbishment projects, labor and courses up to six weeks, Schaefer said.
parts sales, as well as maintenance, repair
and overhaul.
Support for All of Asia
Chris Schaefer, general manager for On the support side, Bell Singapore mainBell Helicopter Asia-Pacific and Oceania, tains a large assembly, parts, and composaid the facility supports 1,260 Bell heli- nents inventory. “We’ve continued to
copters operating throughout the region invest heavily in the Singapore inventory,”
and that the Singapore service center Schaefer said. “We have 14,000 SKUs
touched 58 aircraft last year. The cen- [part numbers] right now and S$47 milter employs 55 on the maintenance side lion (US$36 million) worth of assets. It’s a
and brings in instructors as needed from combination of individual piece parts and
the Bell Training Center in Fort Worth, handful of select dynamics components.
Texas, to supplement based staff.
“We support all of Asia out of this
“We schedule a course based on market office, with the exception of Japan; that
demand and we bring the specialist in is directly supported out of Fort Worth.
to teach that specific course,” Schaefer With our new SAP [enterprise resource
said. Concurrently, Bell instructors work planning] system we can pull inventory
throughout the region at customer facili- in from the other global satellite locaties per customer requirements. For now, tions, Calgary [Canada] and Amstermost of the pilot training takes place at dam [the Netherlands]. We can move
the Bell Academy in Fort Worth, Texas, dynamically to get the assets where they
because that is what customers prefer, need to be.”
Schaefer said. “Since 2012 the region has
Bell Singapore additionally is leverreally developed an appetite for additional aging the capabilities of Textron Aviatraining, so we’ve moved very quickly to
tion’s recently acquired Able Aerospace
keep pace with demand.”
Services unit, which provides approved
Last year Bell (Chalet Q01) reworked parts, repairs, overhauls, and exchanges.
the layout of its Singapore facility, mak- “When we get a component in for repair
ing more space for training and making or overhaul we can decide to do the
the space more efficient, centralizing the overhaul here, send it back to Able, or a

Training is a big component of the Singapore Bell facility. The Textron Aviation subsidiary
sends instructors from the U.S. on an as-needed basis to keep the 55 technicians up to date.
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Bell’s maintenance center at Singapore’s Seletar Airport supports 1,260 Bell helicopters in the
Asia-Pacific region. The center keeps S$47 million (US$36 million) worth of parts in stock.
combination thereof. For example, we can
send subassembly components to Able for
rework and do the re-assembly here. This
relationship has benefited the customer
in terms of reduced turnaround time,”
Schaefer said.
Bell’s new Customer Assurance Program (CAP) hourly fee parts enrollment
is proving popular in the region and also
is creating more demand, not only for
the program itself, but also for ancillary
and related services, Schaefer said. “Our
CAP customers are requesting additional
services. CAP is a great parts program,
but customers also want help with maintenance planning and inspections. So in
2018 we are going to be coupling some of
those services with CAP.”
Schaefer said maintenance demand
preferences have changed over the past
five to 10 years as the Asia-Pacific market
has grown. “It was a new aircraft market,
and demand was basically for oil changes
and warranty claims.
Now, there’s a heavy maintenance
component with a high-flying tempo
that developed organically. Now, operators are looking for services tied into
the Bell training academy and sophisticated MRO operations and facilities
that can assist them with complementing existing maintenance activities. Here
in Singapore we [provide] everything
from new aircraft deliveries and customization to heavy maintenance and
line maintenance.
“We have a group of [technicians]
traveling in the region to help customers. This week half of my [technicians]
are in China. There’s been lots of growth
and development and we’ve added specialists both on the maintenance floor
and at the training academy.”
Maintenance activity at the Singapore
center is distributed fairly evenly across
Bell’s commercial line.
“We’re really getting a good mix
between 407, 429, 412 and delivering the
first 505s into the region. I have two 505s
that are going to Cambodia in the hangar
right now,” Schaefer said.
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For now, 505 customization is being
handled by Bell Mirabel. The completed
helicopters are then disassembled, crated,
and shipped to Singapore for reassembly
and customer delivery. However, longer-term, Schaefer said that Bell Singapore would undoubtedly perform 505
customization as it does with the company’s other models.
He said the parapublic helicopter
market throughout the region is growing “exponentially” and demand for the
company’s multi-mission 429 light single
is on the upswing. “We have seen more
parapublic spending and letters of interest throughout the region.
We delivered the first EMS-configured
429s out of Singapore last year to Thailand.
We’ve seen a huge increase in the 429’s
popularity in Asia-Pacific and we’ve done
a lot of those configuration changes here.”
Offshore energy throughout the region
is making a comeback, and that has triggered an increase in demand for MRO
services, especially for 407s and 412s,
Schaefer said. “We’re getting more solicitations for heavy maintenance on oiland-gas aircraft. The operators have had
a few lean years, and they have held back
on their maintenance budgets as much
as possible. Now they are looking to get
those helicopters ship-shape.”
Overall, Schaefer said, “Deliveries out
of Singapore
in 2017 have been! excepPERSPECTIVE
tional, and we expect another steep
AERO
DEFENSE
increase
in 2018.
We have aNEWS
fairly robust
SENT TO
delivery schedule
this
year.
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Still wearing its ‘Experimental’ markings, this Gulfstream G600 will be on static display
throughout the Singapore Airshow 2018. FAA type certification is expected later this year.

Gulfstream’s G500, G600 on
track for certification in 2018
by James Wynbrandt
Gulfstream’s two newest business jets,
the G500 and G600, are making their Asia
debuts here at the Singapore Airshow.
“We’re excited to have the G500 and
G600 in Asia, so customers can explore

their exquisite interiors, unparalleled
comfort and superior craftsmanship,”
said Mark Burns, president of U.S.-based
Gulfstream Aerospace (Chalet CF27).
Both the G500 and G600 are on track

Liebherr
makes local
presence
known

for U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
type certification and entry into service
this year, Burns said. The G500 is entering
the final stage of its certification program,
while the G600 recently completed field
performance testing. Last October, Gulfstream announced performance enhancements for both aircraft, including a range
increase in the G500 to 5,200 nautical
miles/9,630 kilometers, while the G600’s
range has been upped to 6,500 nm/12,038
km. Each has a maximum operating Mach
number of 0.925.
Along with a flight test aircraft from each
program, Gulfstream also has on static display here its flagship G650ER, along with
examples of the G550 and G280.
“Customers based in the Asia-Pacific
region require aircraft that have the range,
speed and payload capability to travel easily between world business centers,” said
Burns. “Each aircraft we’re showcasing in
Singapore, including the G500 and G600,
is at the top of its class.”
More than 330 Gulfstreams are in service in the Asia-Pacific region, the majority of them (280) its signature large cabin
jets. To support the fleet, the company
has its Gulfstream Beijing service center;
two factory-authorized service centers;
and four Gulfstream-authorized warranty
facilities in the region.
Gulfstream’s jets are also used in special missions roles, and company representatives are on hand at the U.S. Pavilion
(Stand W80) to discuss these applications
with interested parties.
n

by Curt Epstein
Aircraft systems provider Liebherr-Aerospace is exhibiting its product lines and
support capabilities at the Singapore Air
Show (Stand C36). The Europe-based
company will show off its range, including
air conditioning and cabin pressure control components, flight control, and landing gear systems and electronics, which it
supplies to the civil and military markets.
Its products are found in virtually every
type of aircraft, from the largest airliners,
business jets and military transports, to
combat aircraft and military trainers.
For customers in the Asia-Pacific region,
those systems are supported by its local
service center Liebherr-Singapore, which
provides full test, repair, overhaul and
exchange offerings, plus technician training.
“The Singapore Airshow is a great
opportunity to present the activities and
capabilities of Liebherr-Aerospace in the
Asian Pacific Rim region,” stated Ekkehard Pracht, the facility’s general manager. “Our participation in the Singapore
pavilion demonstrates our commitment
and emphasizes the continuously growing presence in Singapore according to
our long-term strategy.”
Liebherr-Aerospace and Transportation, one of 11 divisions within the corporate group, employs approximately 5,400
people worldwide. Its four aviation equipment manufacturing plants in Germany,
France, Brazil, and Russia are supported
by a global network of service centers in
the U.S., Canada, Brazil, Germany, Russia,
Dubai, Bangalore, and Shanghai, in addition to Singapore.
n

NEWS note

DAVID McINTOSH

IMP Electronic Systems (IMP Aerospace
& Defense, Stand U94) obtained an STC
to update Hawker Beechcraft 1900D
twin turboprops with Rockwell Collins’
Pro Line 21 avionics system. The modification incorporates two primary flight
displays and control panels, plus ADS-B.
Benefits of this new system include increased situational awareness, reduced
operating costs, and higher reliability.
“We are proud of this accomplishment
in receiving the FAA certification for this
avionics upgrade and are pleased to offer
this modernization package to all operators of the Beechcraft 1900D aircraft,”
said Dave Meagher, v-p and general
manager of IMP Electronic Systems. T

RTAF Saab JAS-39C Gripen performs smoke-on practice for flying display

A Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF) Saab JAS-39C Gripen fighter practices for the Singapore Airshow 2018. In addition to being on static display
during the event, the aircraft also will be performing during the daily flying display. The Gripen serves as a front-line multirole combat aircraft
for the RTAF. Saab delivered the RTAF’s first Gripen in February 2011, and the type was declared fully operational September 2013.
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RSAF practices for its 50th
anniversary flying display
As part of the Singapore Airshow aerial energy state and performance of the airdisplay, the Republic of Singapore Air craft in various settings, as well as spendForce (RSAF) is putting together the ing time over the training areas in order
world’s first combined flying display con- to fine tune the maneuvers and the rest
sisting of a Boeing F-15SG and a pair of of the show sequence, which took about
Lockheed Martin F-16Cs.
three weeks to stitch together.
The RSAF Flying Display CommitWith the various aircraft coming in
tee took about three months and more from different directions and speeds, the
than 30 sorties to train for the 15 maneu- weapon system officer (WSO) on board
vers, almost half of which are integrated the F-15SG acts as a flying cue master for
between the two aircraft types. As there the formation.
are no foreign teams to take reference
“A three-ship formation takes a lot of
from, the RSAF had to conduct its own coordination in terms of timing and precistudies to devise the new display routine. sion, the WSO manages that and ensures
“We have a certain level of expertise of the various timings at various datum points
our own, and hence we do not require are met,“ said Captain Valentino Lacson,
consultation from the manufacturers,” WSO from 149 Sqn. “We also cross-check
Said Colonel Sim Peng Shin, chairman of the parameters, especially in the vertical
the Flying Display Committee.
maneuver, to make sure we recover at the
RSAF’s core aerial display team is in fact correct altitude and time.”
made up of two teams with three pilots,
Chang said a flat show is in place should
an F-15SG weapon systems officer and two unpredictable tropical weather come in,
commentators each, and is led by Major and he asked for attendees’ understandChang Haw Ning. He was the opposing ing for a shortened sequence under those
solo pilot in the RSAF Black Knights aero- circumstances. The flat show is set at
batics team that participated in Singapore 1000 feet.
Airshow 2014 and has in excess of 2,500
The flight display team will reduce its
flying hours. All of the flying crew have training tempo after the Singapore Airshow,
more than 1,000 flying hours logged.
although Chang aims to have the pilots
Chang said both fighter platforms have remain current in low-level flying. They will
varying handling characteristics ranging again regroup for RSAF50@Marine Barrage,
from rate of turn, to power settings.
August 11-12, where they will performance a
The team used simulators to study the similar sequence.
n

MARK WAGNER

by Chen Chuanren

Part of its 50th anniversary celebration slated for the Singapore Airshow, two F-16s and an F-15
practice for their ‘golden display,’ a vertical maneuver in which each plane releases flares.

Mobile MRO part of Hawker Pacific’s role
by Sean Broderick
Soon after Typhoon Hato wreaked havoc
in the South China Sea last August,
Hawker Pacific (HP) Asia Pacific’s customer support team received a call from
a customer in Macau—two of its Embraer
business jets were damaged. The company dispatched an emergency-response

team to assess the damage and do
on-site repairs. Once the aircraft were
airworthy, they were ferried to HP Asia
Pacific’s facility at Seletar Aerospace
Park, Singapore—an authorized service
center for Embraer’s entire civil product
line—for permanent repairs.

Workers wrestle an engine cowling onto a pallet at the HP Asia Pacific MRO facility in Singapore.
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“Hawker Pacific Asia offers mobile recovery support, and our teams are always at
the ready to support our customers,” said
Louis Leong, v-p, HP Asia Pacific.
HP Asia Pacific has been offering
customers mobile MRO support since
2000. The facility staffs its field service
recovery/aircraft on ground (AOG) desk
around the clock. Once a call comes in,
the company’s technicians and engineers help diagnose the issue, using both
descriptions and, where possible, photographs supplied by the customer.
Once the problem is diagnosed, a
recovery plan is put into place. In
some cases, the problem can be solved
remotely, such as by resetting onboard
software. In cases where parts and
hands-on work are required, HP will
source the needed materials and, if necessary, have a team en route in a matter
of hours.
HP Asia Pacific (Chalet CD43) averages
about five mobile aircraft-recovery calls
monthly, the company says. Teams have

a i n o n l i n e .c o m

been sent to both major aviation hubs,
including London and Tokyo, and more
remote locations, such as Guam, Kazakhstan, and Mongolia.
“Hawker Pacific is at the forefront of
state-of-the-art maintenance and support
services in Asia and Australasia,” said HP
CEO Alan Smith. “As demand increases,
so do the challenges.”
The company is expanding to meet
customer needs. Later this month, it will
open its ninth FBO, in Darwin, Australia.
“Hawker Pacific operates the largest
network of FBOs across Asia and Australia, and adding our new Darwin FBO provides Hawker Pacific clients a choice for
their first point of entry into the northern
territory of Australia,” said HP vp-FBO
Graham Owen.
The Darwin FBO is expected to receive
the first customer flights towards the end
of this month. It will be able to handle
corporate and private traffic as well as
military and heavy aircraft.
An authorized service center for Hawker
Beechcraft, Bombardier, Bell Helicopter,
Diamond, Dassault, and Embraer, HP has
facilities in Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, China, and the
United Arab Emirates.
n
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As part of Textron
Aviation’s plan
to expand its
markets, the
Longitude
represents yet
another new
customer base.
The company’s
Singapore
service center
is evidence of
its commitment
to the region’s
customers.

With certification expected soon,
Longitude makes its Asia-Pacific entrance
by Kerry Lynch
Textron Aviation’s Citation Longitude is
making its Asia-Pacific debut with a fully
outfitted interior during this week’s Singapore Airshow. The Longitude’s arrival
into Singapore is part of a busy tour for
the model that will include international
demonstrations, along with stops at
nearly four dozen cities in the U.S.
The model on display (Static P7) kicked
off the tour at the NBAA Convention in
Las Vegas, Nevada, last year.
As the aircraft was prepping to head to
Singapore, Textron Aviation (Stand CD11)
was in the final throes of certification for
the model with approval expected “early
this year,” the company said.
“The Longitude is in full swing,” Textron Aviation president and CEO Scott
Ernest told reporters during a briefing
this past fall. “We really feel good about
how the Longitude is progressing.”
The aircraft will be the company’s
largest to reach market—at least until
the large-cabin Hemisphere follows—
and its quietest with cabin decibels
(dBa) more than meeting the company
goal of 65 and reaching the low 60s in
the forward cabin.
During its demonstration, Textron
Aviation is highlighting the Longitude’s
quiet cabin, which the company says can
reach the equivalent noise level of an
office or inside a luxury car.
Noting that market surveys revealed
low cabin noise ranked at the top of the
list for passengers, Ernest said, “We set
out on the mission that this will be mid60 from a decibel rating, and we achieved
it. The team did a wonderful job in applying sound techniques and technology
with this airplane. It’s so quiet you start
to look for other noises to listen to.” And
Textron Aviation believes the results are
among an industry low.
Noise was so important, the company
tasked a specific team dedicated to the
cabin noise, Ernest said.
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“Philosophically, we approached the
design of the airplane from the occupant’s ear outward,” added Brad Thress,
senior v-p engineering. To reach dBa
levels that dip to 61 or 62 in the forward
cabin, “You really have to understand
every single element in the airplane and
the noise it produces.”

We really
feel good about
how the Longitude is
progressing.”
— Textron Aviation president and CEO Scott Ernest

A primary element of design has been
the customer experience, Thress said.
This involved cabin comfort, a flat floor,
and a stand-up cabin. “But noise is a huge
piece of that.”
Beyond noise level, Rob Scholl, senior
v-p sales and marketing, noted that the
company paid attention to cabin comfort

with a 77-inch-wide, 72-inch-high flat-floor
cabin that provides 30 inches of legroom.
The 3,500-nm-range airplane can fly at
Mach 0.84 and carry a 1,600-pound payload.
Further, the company emphasized cost
of ownership, with direct operating costs
less than $2,000 an hour and maintenance intervals of 18 months/1,800 hours.
In anticipation of market entry, the
company has assembled a dedicated
team of field service engineers for Longitude customers, Thress noted, and added
that an orientation pilot will accompany
each delivery to assist with the transition
into service.
As the aircraft has approached certification, Textron Aviation began to spool up
production and by this fall, had already
begun work on the 14th production model.

Jet Portfolio

The Longitude is among a bevy of Citations the company is bringing to Singapore
that also includes the midsize Latitude
and Sovereign+, as well as the light CJ4.

Designed “from the occupant’s ear, outward,” Textron’s Longitude is the quietest Citation ever,
with cabin noise levels comparable with those of an office or a luxury automobile.
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The portfolio of jets on display underscores a strategic move that Textron
Aviation has undertaken to move into
new markets as it works to increase its
customer base. As a result, the company
has already created a new billion-dollar
business with the success of the Latitude.
The company surpassed the 100th
delivery in a little more than two years
after the first Latitudes reached customer
hands in summer 2015.
“Two-and-one-half years ago this business didn’t exist at Cessna or Textron,”
Ernest said, “and now it’s a billion-dollar
business.”
The Latitude, which incorporates the
widest and tallest cabin in the in-service
Citation lineup, has eclipsed the M2 as
the company’s most-delivered product
currently in production, he noted, and
said the program is building momentum
as the fleet continues to grow, particularly
on the international front. The company
recently sold the first of the midsize models to a customer in the Philippines. With
NetJets as a key customer—the fractional
operator was scheduled to take 28 of the
aircraft in 2017—it also is attracting fleet
interest, he added.
“It’s hands down been a great program
for us,” Ernest said. “In this space you
have to make educated decisions on what
the new products need to be. This is one
where we made a really good decision.”
The decision to move forward with the
Latitude came as Textron Aviation eyed
a product line that pushed into new and/
or larger aircraft categories, and it continues to do so. “We are investing several
hundred million dollars a year back into
new products, and that does afford you
the opportunity to look at the market a
little differently with respect to where
you think the next product line needs
to be,” Ernest said. “[This] may not be
necessarily in a current product line you
are in, but one that might be an available
market [where] people haven’t invested
in a while or [one that] might be getting
a little tired.”
The company spent the early part of
the decade reinforcing its current customer base with product updates, he
said. The question then became how
to grow effectively outside the current
base. “As you look forward with Longitude, Hemisphere, [single turboprop]
Denali, and [light attack] Scorpion,
those are all products in spaces where
we don’t compete,” he said. “That can
only help us with respect to the company’s ability to serve more customers and
service more products.”
While the company is moving into new
markets where other manufacturers have
long built up brand recognition, Ernest
said having new technologies in what can
be a neglected space, along with an expansive support network, has opened doors.
This includes its Singapore service
center, which supports Textron Aviation
customers throughout the Asia-Pacific
region. The facility further houses a parts
depot for aircraft in the region.
n

Saab’s Swordfish
maritime patrol
aircraft (MPA)
could be just
the solution for
Malaysia and
the Philippines.

Saab sees fresh potential in Asia-Pacific
by Chen Chuanren
The turn of the year brings new milestones for Saab’s Asia-Pacific business
unit, as the Swedish arms manufacturer
seeks new opportunities in this region.
Dean Rosenfield started his new post
as head of Saab Asia-Pacific on January
1. Taking over from Dan Enstedt, he will
assume the role as senior advisor to Håkan
Buskhe, president and CEO of Saab. Previously, Rosenfield was the managing director for Saab Australia for close to five years.
“As the new head of Saab’s Asia-Pacific
business I am operating as part of a global
senior management team with responsibility to secure and grow a profitable
business that has a bigger local footprint
in the region. Having served previously
in the Australian Army for 15 years and
with Saab for the last 17, I have a detailed
understanding of the customer environment and how Saab can assist in addressing many of their issues,” he told AIN.
Saab (Stand D11) has also moved the
headquarters of its Asia-Pacific market
area from Bangkok to Singapore, which,
according to Rosenfield, is in line with
the long-term plans of Saab’s main owner,
the Investor Group, and will join another
Investor Group company in Singapore.
“At the same time, Singapore will take
on a new significance for us, and we expect
our very strong relationship with the customer here to further expand and develop
in the years to come,” he added. He did
not, however, reveal details on how deeply
involved it will be with the island state that
is already using numerous Saab products
such as the Giraffe AMB radar and RBS 70.
The office in Thailand will continue
to operate and support the Royal Thai
Armed Forces. Saab inaugurated the
Bangkok office in 2013 as its headquarters to support the Gripen, Erieye and
frigate programs, which have recently
come to fruition. The Royal Thai Air
Force’s Gripen program will mark its first
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Dean
Rosenfield,
the new
head of
Saab Asia
Pacific.
decade in 2018, and continues to set new
milestones. Just last December, a RTAF
Gripen conducted a live drop of a GBU12 laser-guided bomb in an annual live
munitions exercise.
“We remain in constant dialogue with
our Thai customer on how to keep the
Gripen fleet at the forefront of technology. One future option is clearly the
MS20 upgrade and the various capability
enhancements that offers. We also see the
potential to develop new air combat simulation facilities for Thailand to enhance

effectiveness across the entire air force.
We are ready to assist in the further development of the RTAF in whatever way the
customer requires,” said Rosenfield.
The Australian also pointed out that
in the dynamic and complex Asia-Pacific
region, for various reasons, procurement
programs sometimes fail to make speedy
progress. “In some cases it’s a simple matter of matching budgets with aspirations,
or a failure to prioritize between competing requirements. In other cases, we see
procurement systems that struggle to
make effective decisions. Sometimes there
have been genuine budget problems.”
“There is also a changing strategic landscape in the region where new threats
and new operational demands have
arisen, and old assumptions have had to
change,” he added.
A case in point could be Malaysia
and the Philippines, where the need for
Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) was catalyzed, on top of their combat aircraft

The Royal Thai Air Force Gripen program marks its 10th anniversary in 2018.
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requirements. Saab was quick to jump
on the changing requirements and has
offered the Swordfish MPA and as an allin-one platform for anti-submarine and
anti-surface operations.
The Swordfish, based on the Bombardier Global 6000, was recently updated
with a larger weapons payload and an
added Magnetic Anomaly Detection boom.
Saab told AIN last May that the MAD XR
boom is still relevant and is close to 10
times lighter than most legacy booms.
Also on the table is the Albatros Mission System for basic maritime surveillance duties. Singapore and New Zealand
are also two known countries in Asia-Pacific that are seeking new MPA.
“We are talking to several customers
in the region, all of whom have serious
intent to acquire and operate a ‘top tier’
MPA and ISR asset. Right now, different
requirements are at different stages of
maturity, but I see three or four serious
prospects in the region—and I see the
potential for Swordfish to revolutionize
the way nations tackle the MPA mission.”
He added that defense business is
always a complex arena in which to
operate, and patience and a long-term
outlook are required. “At Saab we have
plenty of both.“
n

NEWS note
European-based Straaltechniek International recently signed an agreement with Daes Distribution for the
Texas-based company to become a distribution partner. Straaltechniek, which
produces shot peening and high-end
blasting technology, will see its products
distributed in North America and the
Middle East through Daes Distribution.
“We are pleased to start this business
relationship with Daes Distribution,”
said Marco Klijsen, Straaltechniek
managing director. “This agreement
fortifies our efforts to become a premier provider in the aerospace industry. Daes’s experience and capabilities
make them a strong partner and this
new chapter is enabling us to extend
our markets.”
Straaltechniek (Stand B23) has a 30year history in the aerospace industry,
with clients that include GE, Pratt &
Whitney, and Rolls-Royce as well as
airlines such as South African Airways,
Air France KLM, and Turkish Airlines.
Meanwhile, Daes Distribution is part
of Daes Group and has provided tools
to the aerospace industry since 2015.
“This agreement between Straaltech
niek and Daes Distribution will result
in success for both companies,” said
Daes distribution chairman Alan Codlin.
“Straaltechniek solutions are not only
clear market leaders, but their technology is also ideal for our industry, where
metal fatigue is a critical issue. This strategic relationship will benefit our portfolio
and enhance our clients’ success.” n
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BUSINESS AVIATION EVENT IN ASIA
Join thousands of top business aviation leaders,
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the Asian Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition
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departments who have long used aircraft as a valuable
business tool. Visit the website to register today.
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ST Aerospace shows innovations in MRO
and UAV markets, plus unmanned freighter
by Chris Pocock
ST Aerospace opened the show with two
contract announcements that typify the
main source of its revenue today—MRO
for premium customers such as Air Canada
and Lufthansa. And on Wednesday, ST Aero
is expected to announce a launch customer
for its passenger-to-freighter (P2F) conversion of the Airbus A320 family. But the
company’s stand also shows some imaginative innovations for the future, such as the
networking of a fleet of UAVs, and a possible
unmanned commercial airfreighter.
For Air Canada, ST Aero will reconfigure the interior of some Boeing 787s at
its U.S. affiliate, VT San Antonio Aerospace. That location has already secured
the C-checks for Air Canada’s 787s, and
for the heavy maintenance of the 787s of
two other North American airlines. For
Lufthansa, ST Aero will be doing heavy
maintenance of MD-11 freighters over the
next five years here in Singapore, under a
contract worth $30 million.
ST Aero claims to be the largest airframe MRO service provider in the world.
It recently opened a new hangar at the
EFW facility in Dresden that is co-owned
with Airbus, and will soon do the same
at its San Antonio, Texas, facility. The
company offers the flexibility to do MRO
and P2F work on three continents: North
America, Europe and Asia.
At the show, ST Aero is demonstrating
what it terms “Smart MRO”—the use of
additive manufacturing, augmented reality, data analytics, and robotics to speed
turnround times and help maintain competitiveness. Visitors will see how engineers can wear augmented reality glasses
to help them safely remove and refit the
axle nuts of an aircraft wheel.
Regarding data analytics, “We were
ahead of our time in the trend toward

Boeing’s new aircraft
developments
(Stand U09, U23), while it prepares the
third of three flight-test machines—MSN
60257/ZC002—for delivery, also to SIA.
Meanwhile, Boeing has been preparing
for the 777-9, scheduled to fly in 2019, and
finalizing preparation of the re-engined
single-aisle 737 Max 9 (737-9), nominally
scheduled for certification and service-entry before April.
In its other widebody development
program, Boeing disclosed that work on
the 777X has reached ”90-percent design
release” for the initial -9 variant, having
previously reporting it hoped to complete
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Unmanned Freighter

The unmanned freighter concept stems
from the idea that with no passenger
acceptance to worry about, carriers can
first start tackling the shortage of aircrew in the cargo sector of their business. But first steps first. ST Aero will
start by studying the elimination of the

A part of what ST Aerospace calls “Smart MRO” is its augmented reality capabilities, which
are being demonstrated at the company’s exhibit to help a technician mount an aircraft wheel.

continued from page 4
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customers. But Lim cautions that additive
manufacturing of primary structure “still
has a long way to go.”

DAVID McINTOSH

making the shop floor paperless,” said
Lim Serh Ghee, president of ST Aero. But,
he told AIN, the original tablets that were
introduced were too heavy. Now they are
lighter, and the company’s engineers on
the shop floor are using them to photograph defects, request raw materials, and
generally communicate with engineering
managers upstairs. “This increases safety
as well as productivity,” Lim added.
ST Aero has introduced robotic arms to
polish engine blades. This has resulted in

\

more consistency, as well as a 50 percent
reduction in time, according to Lim. As for
additive manufacturing (AM), the company has already used it to demonstrate
VIP aircraft completions to potential

co-pilot by overlaying artificial intelligence onto the aircraft’s autopilot and
flight management system (FMS). The
concept requires an additional (remote)
pilot on the ground, but that pilot can be

100 percent of 777X detail-design activity
before the beginning of this year. By late
2017, Boeing had carried out a substantial
amount of ground testing on avionics,
power, and other systems.
Also, the U.S. manufacturer has integrated systems for performance evaluation
on an “iron-bird” ground-test rig. Some 23
“labs” run tests, “including avionics, systems,
and structures,” according to Boeing.
Boeing has designated the first 777X
composite wing, the longest it has ever
manufactured, for the first assembled
777-9 airframe—the static-test specimen—
now under construction. It will use the rig
in conjunction with dynamic fatigue-testing conducted on the sixth airframe.
Meanwhile, 777-9 flight-test airframes 2
through 5 are scheduled for completion this
year, to be joined later in the certification

program by a pair of 777-8s. Boeing’s development schedule for the new variants
includes beginning of final assembly and
777-9 rollout this year, initial flight in 2019,
and first customer delivery in 2020.
In narrowbody developments, Boeing
this week rolled out the first short-body
737 Max 7 (737-7) flight-test aircraft,
approached firm design configuration for
the 737-10, and prepared for certification
of the 737-9, as it continued development
of the five-model CFM International
Leap-1B-powered upgrade of the venerable single-aisle workhorse.
With the initial 737-8 established in airline service, and 737-9 deliveries beginning
this year, plans call for the next variant—
the more-densely configured 737 Max
200—to follow in 2019, ahead of the 73710 “second stretch” model in 2020.
n
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supporting up to 12 single-pilot aircraft
simultaneously, according to STAero. The
display on the stand shows various functions, including auto takeoff, auto altitude
change, and auto weather avoidance.
The UAV networking concept is called
DroNet, and it offers centralized command and control of a UAV fleet. A single
remote launch station can control and
store multiple drones over a small, typically urban area. The applications include
deliveries, security, surveillance, and the
inspection of infrastructure. DroNet is a
drone-agnostic, highly autonomous system that can handle swappable payloads.
Meanwhile, ST Engineering is showing
what it describes as “a complete commercial
counter-drone solution” named Skyarcher,
and a counter-UAS munition that dispenses
streamers that disable a drone’s propellers.
The ST group claims to be “one of the few
MRO service providers in the world that
has the depth in engineering expertise to
develop end-to-end UAS solutions.”
In his interview with AIN, Lim declined
to answer questions on the company’s work
with the Republic of Singapore Air Force
(RSAF). But ST Aero essentially performs
depot maintenance on the entire RSAF fleet,
including front-line work on Fokker 50s,
C-130s, KC-135s and Super Pumas.
ST Aero’s defense business is about
one-third of its turnover. But the only evidence of this on the stand is a mock-up of
the C-130 cockpit upgrade that was done
on the RSAF fleet some years ago. The
company subsequently gained a contract
to refurbish the small Oman C-130 fleet,
and a few aircraft for a North African air
force. It has been doing heavy maintenance, plus cockpit upgrades, on Lynden
Air Cargo’s L-100 Hercules fleet.
See tomorrow’s edition for a full description of ST Engineering’s 50-year history. n

NEWS note
Lufthansa Technik (LHT, Stand K65)
and long-time customer Eva Air have
added a component-support deal for
the carrier’s Boeing 777 freighters to
their collaboration. The agreement includes repair, overhaul, and supply of
line replaceable units, LHT said.
“EVA Air is one of our key customers
in Asia-Pacific and we are delighted
that the airline has entrusted us with
the supply of material for its new Boeing 777 freighters, relying further on the
experience and expertise of Lufthansa
Technik,” said Burkhard Pfefferle-Tolkiehn, LHT’s v-p component services for
Asia Pacific.
LHT, which also provides component
support for the Taipei-based carrier’s
Airbus A321s, A330s, and 777-300ERs,
is well-established in the region. Component-focused facilities include Component Services Asia Pacific in Hong
Kong, and subsidiaries in both China
and India. It maintains inventory in both
Hong Kong and Singapore.
T

Rolls-Royce leveraging big
data for ‘IntelligentEngine’
by Ian Sheppard

continued from page 1

Shaping Singapore’s
aviation future
demonstrate its Project Skyways autonomous delivery drone prototype, Singapore’s own ST Engineering is showcasing
innovative smart technologies, while ISS
Reshetnev has Russia’s latest technological advances in satellites on display.
On Static Display – From the new Bell
505 Jet Ranger X helicopter to the massive Boeing C-17 Globemaster III, a wide
spectrum of military, civil, and business
aircraft are open for inspection, including the F35B Lightning II fighter, the
Sukhoi Superjet airliner, and 10 aircraft
from the Republic of Singapore Air Force
(RSAF). The show inaugurates the yearlong RSAF 50th anniversary celebration,

engines that understand their own condition and can heal themselves, or even
engines with interchangeable cores.”
In December 2017 Rolls-Royce launched
R2 Data Labs, which it described as “an
acceleration hub” for data innovation.
Horwood said this is playing a key role in
achieving the aims of the IntelligentEngine,
“Using advanced data analytics, artificial

MARK WAGNER

British engine manufacturer Rolls-Royce
(Stand N23) is launching a new concept
called “IntelligentEngine” at the Singapore
Airshow this week, continuing its push
towards utilizing “Big Data.” The IntelligentEngine vision is based on a belief that
the worlds of product and service have
become so closely connected that they are
now inseparable, said the company.
According to Richard Goodhead, senior
v-p marketing for Rolls-Royce Civil Aerospace, the Intelligent Engine is “the
confluence of three concepts—product,
services and digital—coming together.”
He said that when Total Care started for
Trent engines, “the [three] circles started
to overlap” and now Rolls is “taking far
more data and doing far more with it.”
Goodhead also said it can be represented by the “Three Cs—connected,
contextually aware, and comprehending,”
meaning the engine can learn from its own
experiences and those of other engines.
“In addition to designing, testing, and
maintaining engines in the digital realm,
the IntelligentEngine vision sets out a
future where an engine will be increasingly connected, contextually aware, and
comprehending, helping to deliver greater
reliability and efficiency,” said Goodhead.
Dominic Horwood, Rolls-Royce director, customer and services–civil aerospace,
said: “In the nearer term, it will focus us
on developing the skills, tools, and technology we need to deliver an engine that is
connected, contextually aware, and comprehending. In the longer term, our ambition is unbounded; we could be looking at

Richard
Goodhead,
sr v-p of
marketing for
Rolls-Royce.

intelligence and machine learning…to
unlock design, manufacturing, and operational efficiencies within Rolls-Royce.”
The launch of R2 Data Labs came after it
formed a partnership with Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), also complementing
a preferred partner agreement with Microsoft for cloud solutions, “[Positioning]
Rolls-Royce closely alongside two globally
recognized digital service providers.”
Another recent development supporting the IntelligentEngine vision was the
opening of the Airlines Aircraft Availability Centre in June 2017. The new center is
situated at Rolls’s headquarters in Derby,
UK, and is “ready for the transformation
in volume and richness of data—from

with President Halimah Yacob set to
unveil tomorrow an RSAF F-15 fighter
painted in anniversary livery.
Several aircraft models are in Singapore for the first time, among them the
F-35B from the U.S. Marine Corps and the
RQ-4B Global Hawk unmanned aircraft
system from the U.S. Air Force, while it is
also the first time a Royal Thai Air Force
Saab Gripen has participated at the show.
Embraer’s E-190 E2 prototype airliner and
the freshly certified Airbus A350-1000
long-range passenger jet are also making
their regional debuts, while in the business jet category the HondaJet, Textron’s
Citation Longitude, and Gulfstream’s
G500 and G600 are all first-timers.
The Daily Air Show – Leading off with
the RSAF, the show’s aerial demonstrations underscore regional piloting prowess with performances by the Royal Thai
Air Force, Korea’s Black Eagles aerobatic
team in their T-50 jets, Indonesia’s Jupiter
Aerobatic Team, and Malaysia’s Sukhoi

SINGAPORE

kilobytes of data per flight to terabytes,”
said the company. “This, when combined
with our engineering teams’ expertise, creates new insights which allow better and
faster services decisions to be made. That
work is complemented by Rolls-Royce’s
global network of customer service centers, created to work locally with customers, by providing in-depth expertise.”
Combining Rolls-Royce data with
customer data will lead to “dramatic
improvements to airline economics in
terms of aircraft availability and fuel efficiency,” the company claimed.
R-R said the new approach would take
the focus beyond maintenance services,
and from activities representing only 4 percent of an airline’s direct operating costs
to nearly 70 percent. “Those availability
services involve a growing understanding of what ‘the perfect fuel-saving flight’
involves—one which accounts for weather,
air traffic control restrictions and advises
airlines on the most efficient way to fly in
different conditions. This offers airlines
the opportunity to save millions of dollars
when a one percent fuel saving equates to a
$250,000 saving per aircraft per year.”
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Product Manufacturing

Digital capability also completes a loop
within Rolls-Royce—not only informing
product design and services, but also
manufacturing. One example, it said, is
the Joint Lab to develop Smart Manufacturing technologies set up by the Agency
for Science, Technology and Research
(A*STAR), Rolls-Royce, and Singapore
Aero Engine Services Limited (SAESL).
The parties announced last year a plan
to invest up to S$60 million (US$45.5
million) to set up a lab to develop
next-generation aerospace manufacturing, as well as MRO capabilities enabled
by advanced processes, automation and
digital technologies.
n
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SU-30 MKM among the international
roster of participants.
Conferences and Forums – This year’s
Singapore Airshow Aviation Leadership
Summit focuses on “Reimagining Aviation’s Future,” while the A*STAR Aerospace Technology Leadership Forum and
the Singapore Aerospace Technology and
Engineering Conference explore technology and innovation. Over a dozen business
forums cover cyber security and digital
transformations, while What’s Next @
Singapore Airshow, a new program, presents nearly 70 start-ups from countries
including China, India, Israel, Japan and
Malaysia. And with the focus on the future,
Education Day (actually running over two
days–tomorrow and Thursday) anchors
the show’s initiatives to foster the next
generation’s interest in aerospace.
“The global aviation industry is at an
inflection point,” said Leck, and attendees can view its advances and take a hand
in directing it forward.
n
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In nature, the falcon is a fierce fighter. In business, the Falcon 8X is just as powerful and agile. Every inch reflects its military DNA, with lean and mean aerodynamics and
advanced Digital Flight Controls to get you to places others can’t. Nothing flies like a Falcon because no other jet is built like one. Fierce. Fast. Agile. Falcon 8X.
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